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P REFACE

IJagoya seminar on Atomic Processes in Fusion plasmas took place,

as a satellite meeting of the Eleventh International Conference on

the Physics of Electronic and Atomic collisions, on 5 - 7 SeptezTd)er

1979 at the Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya,

Japan. On七be 5七h of Sep七ember′ tbe par七iclpan七s v土s土ted. on七be

way from Kyoto to Nagoya, the Pearl Island, =se Shrine and a famous

sukiyaki restaurant. Hot discussions on atomic processes started

on the train and buses on the way. A fomal presentation of papers
●

was made on the nex七two days.

The seminar was intended to bring together both atomic and

plasma physicists to review and discuss various atomic processes

taking part in high-temperature plasmas. There were 81 parヒicIPantS

from 13 countries, among whom 38 were from abroad. The Seminar was

opened by the address by Professor K. Takayama, Director of the

Institute of Plasma Physics, and closed by the concluding remarks by

Professor J. Kistemaker, Director of TOM, the Netherlands.

℡be proceedings include 8 review papers presented at the Seminar.

=n addition 19 contributed papers were presented, but they were

encouraged to be published in regular journals rather than being

included in the Proceedings. The titles of the contributed papers

are given in the program reproduced at the erld of the Proceedings.

S土nce the Seminar was one of the rare occassions for bo七b atomic
●

and plasma physicists to meet earJh other, the list of participants is

attached for future communication among each other, so that a mutual

exchange between the two fields of research will be still closer.

On behalf of the organizing committee, I would like to express our

sincerest thanks to all particユPantS Who gave active contribution not

only by the formal presentation of papers but also through infomal

d土scussions土n all possible occasions. エwould also men七土on七he

achievement of devoted secretariat, Drs. Y.エtikawa, T. F:ま七o and

S. Ohtani and also Mrs. K. Kimura and the constructive advices of

Professors Y. Raneko and H. Sup:tiki.

= acknowledge the financial support of the Japan Society for

the 'Promotion of Science and the contributions of the Chubu Electric

Power Co., =nc., Tokai Bank Ltd.. Daido Steel Co., Ltd., NGR Insulators

IJtd., and Nagoya Rail Road Co., Ltd.

Sa七io Hayakawa

C也a irman

Organizing Committee

of the Nagoya Seminar
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ATOMエC PROCESSES 工N PLAS比良S

Satio Hayakawa

Department of Astrophysics and Institute of Plasma Physics

Nagoya Universit.y, Nagoya 464, Japan

=NTRODUCT ION

Since the early history of controlled nuclear fusion study, it has been

generally recongni2:ed that i.he energy gain by thermonuclear reactions should

exceed the energy loss by radiation and particles･. The loss rate was

evaluated for thermal bremsstrahlung from a fully ionized plasma and for

diffusion across a magnetic field. =n practice, however, impurities mixed

with injected fuel gas and fed by wall materials take part in various loss

prO･CeSSeS ･

Since heavy impurity elements are partially ioni2:ed. line emission

there from gives a major contribution to the radiation loss. as is well known

for hot celestial plasmas, even if the relative density of imiJurities is

very small. The temperature dependence of radiation rate has a negative

slope in some temperature ranges, and this gives rise to thermal instabili-

ties. The collision of fuel ions with partially ioni2;ed ions results in the

loss of hot -particles by charge exchange. All these effects enhance the

energy loss rate.

On the other hand, the presence of impurities serves for plasma

diagnos七土cs. ℡he intens土ties and profiles of em土ss土on lines g･1Ve uS

土nforma七土on on plasma parameters such as the dens土七y and 七emperature. In

interpreting experimental results, however, one has to keep in mind that

the ionization equilibrium rarely holds. =n some cases, the themal

eqpilibrium between electrons and ions does not hold. Under these non-

equilibrium conditions, the energy loss rate is considerably different

from that under equilibrium.

1

A radical modification of atomic processes is necessary for a very

dense plasma, such as the one coming into play in the inertial confinement

fusion. Because of a high rate of collisions, only a few bound levels are

left. and the rest would merge with continuum.

工n the presen七review工sball discuss these problems wb土cb have thus

far not deeply been considered･. Because of time limitation, I shall

concentrate myself to electron-ion COllisions which are relevant to

radiation processes.

RAD工AT=ON FROM THIN Pも且SL4A UNDER IONIZATION EQUILIBRIUM

The relative abundances of ions are detemined by the balance between

ionization and recombination. The rate of ionization increases rapidly with

electron temperature T, whereas the recombination rate decreases slowly as

T increases. The rapid increase of the former is mainly dictated by a

factor exp (一工/T) where I is the ionization energy. =n the first approxi-

mation, therefore, the balance between two processes is attained for a given

value of =/T. =n the next approximation, however, factors depending
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separately on I and T give appreciable contributions. As a result, the

temperature for the maximum abundance of an ion species is roughly

proportional to =k, where k is somewhat larger than unity.

The temperature at which the radia･tion loss rate is maxim-′Tm′ is

slightly higher than that for the maximum ion abundance, because a rapid
P+

increase Of the co11isic5nal exciation rate with temperature. The radiation

loss rate is proportional to T-i/2 exp卜Ex/T) I where Ex IS the excitation

4

energy. Since Ex α I and Tm and I are related to one another as discussed

above, the radiation loss rate near the maximum ion abundance depends very

weakly on the atomic nuntber for a glVen Shell.
>

A numerical calculation by Kate
i,2

demonstrates the above feature, as

shown in Figure 1. An approximate relation
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Fig･1･ The rates of energy loss( Ur by line emission,divided by the atomic

density Nz and the electron density Net versus electron temperature T･

Ion abundances under ionization equilibrium are assumed.

ho1 3 With p
I 2.5, 3.3 and 4.0 for the K-. L-, and A-shells, respectively.

A nⅧmerical calculation with a simplified model by Post et a13 also glVeS a

similar result.

エf the radia七土on loss rate土s compared wi七b七hat by thermal

bremsstrahluJlg Of a hydrogen plasma, the latter is dominated by the line

emission from impurity ions for the contamination of K-shell ions greater

than 10-3 and for that of outer shell ions greater tha･n 10-5. This gives a

rough idea how important is the contribution of impurities to the radiation
●

energy loss.

/

For T > Tm the radiation loss rate decreaseg, until the exqitation of

lines of an inner shell becomes effective. The negative slope against T

-2-



implies that thermal instabilities nay arise in such a temperature range.
●

=n the boundary region Of a hot plasma the temperature gradient is large,

and the disruption Of a plasma may well take place due to thermal

instabilities.

WON-EQU=L=BR王tJM STATE:S

工f a plasma phenomenon occurs in a time scale sbor七er七ban the七土me

scales of atomic processes, the plasma does not reach an◆eqpilibrium state.

Depending on the mode of heating, the energy fed into a plasma is first

transferred to electrons or ions. Hence the electron temperature, which is

directly relevant to line emission, is higher or lower ttlan the average

temperature during. the time shorter than the electron-ion relaxation time.

This fact should be kept in mind in the analysis of spectroscopic data.

Even after the electron-ion equilibrium is attained′ ion abundances may

be far from equilibrium values･ Since the ioni2:ation rate is generally

greater than the recombination ratet the degree of ioni2:ation increases with
time after the electron temperature is raisedl and then gradually decreases

七o approach the equilibrium value･工f七he plasma is cooled. recomb土nation

proceeds slowly.

工n the former case七he plasma土s lO

in an io:7izing staget and the distri-

bution of ion abundances is shifted

to a lower degree of ioni21ation in

the early phase and to a higher

degree in the later phase in

comparison with that in ionization

equilibrium･ =n the latter case the

plasma土s ln a recomb土ning stage'

and the degree of ionization is

left higher than that in ioni25ation

eqpilibrium.

we shall illustrate in F3'gure

how the ionization equilibrium is

at七a土ned for oxygen and iron土ons

wben七he electron七emperattユre土s

raised from 100 eV七o 300 eV and

600 eV4. For oxygen the fully

ionized ion O=X is formed only

in a later stage. tn the inter-

mediate stage OVエエ and OV工工エare

overabundant in comparison with

the eqpilibrium case･

2

Fig･2･ The tine dependences of ion

abundances when the electron

temperature is

600 eV and 300

represen七ed土n

where n is the

4J
U
⊂

O
てI
⊂
コL
J)

<

⊂

HO

raised from 100 eV to

ev. The abscissa is

units of nt (cm-3 sec),

electron dens土七y.
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S,ince partially

ioni2:ed ions are left at

such a high temperature,

the line emission

there from g'1VeS a much

greater cent:ribution to

the radiation loss than

in the eqpilibrium case.

The photon yields in

two energy bands,

i(150-300 eV) and A(50O-

800 eV) taking the

energy resolution of a

proportional counter

into account. are

compared for ioni2:ing

and equ土1土br土um plasmas

in Figure 3二4 A devi-

ation is small for the

L-band, since lines

respensible for this

band are mainly of the

i- and M-shells of

metallic elements; they

reach an equilibrium
■

rather quickly because

of a large contribution

of dielec七ronic

recombination.

6A 6点 6β 7.0 7.2

log T (R)

邑8 6JO 62

Fig･3･ The photon emissivity per ion pair versus

temperathre･ ^L and AM are the emissivities of

photons 土n the energy ranges 150-300 eV and 500-

800 eV, taking the energy resolution of proportion-

al counters into account. No ionization

equilibrium of oxygen ions is assumed, but the

relative abundances of OVエ工w土七h′resperヒセo也e

abundances of OVエエ and OV=エ工 are asp,ulLted to be 0,

5n and lOO亀･ ℡わe dotted lines represent A工一and

^M for ionization equilibrium.

ATOMIC PROCESSES =N DENSE PLASMA

A plasma formed by laser irradiation of a solid body is very dense, and

atomic processes taking place in such a dense plasma are significantly
●

different from those in a thin plasma. Since irradiation lasts for a very

short period, the plasma is almost purely ioni2iing in the initial stage.

The probability of radiative deexcitation is extremely small compared with

that of excitation and ioniza.J-.Lion. The average time for bremsstrahlung is

long compared with the initial c:ompression time. Even if radiation is

emitted. radiated photons are quickly absorbed either by bound-free or by

free-free absorption. As the target is highly ioni2:ea and then expands, it

begins tO emit radiation. The plasma in this stage is recombining.

-4-



王n a dens-e pla岳ma bound levels are shifted, since the Coulomb field
●

of a nucleous is appreciably shielded by near-by electrons. The Debye length

d=6･9Ⅹ10-7 (T7/N21)1/2cm･
･

(2)

wbere ℡

107K an

radius
孟;:SI"c2A一言7eret…;ecelt;;芳志…慧……t≡…:p;:di……nst.it芸h…na::三三冨eo三rbit

a-5･3

冗lo-9喜【3n2-
A(A･l)]/zcm･ (3)

where n and 見are the principal and angular momentum quantumnumbers,

respectively, and a is the ionic charge. Hence outer orbits otherwise

bound become unbound.

The effect of Debye shielding co,t.5idered above is based'on the static

approximation. The shielding fiel･d oscillates at the plasma frequency

w ～2Ⅹ1015N211/2rads ･
-1

p
~

Since tb土s is comparable七o the orbital frequency

-1(u rb3Ⅹ1016之2/n2rads ,

n ~

(4)

(5)

the line broadening is very large. The field strength due to plasma waves

土s

F -x109 (N21T7)i/2vcm ･

-1

p
~

which is compared with the Holtsmark field strength

FH-～･3･8Ⅹ 107 N212/3vcm ･

-1

(6)

(7)

This suggests that the coupling of plasma waves with orbital motion is

important. The electrostatic field of plasma waves would give rise to

considerable Stark broadening and may, in some cases, intermix discrete

levels. ･

=f one deals with radiation, higher bound levels are regarded as

belonging effectively to continuum, because the collisio'nal ionization
■

rates for such levels are greater than the radiative deexcitation rates.

Namely, these levels merge into the continuumand do little participate in
t

bound-bound emission. ℡he principal quantum nulnber for this threshold is

estimated ass

nt

～
- o･5盗12/27 (T7/N212)i/17･ (8)

Hence only a few levels are regarded as being practically bound.

Excitation to levels of n >
nt should therefore be considered as

ionization. This effectively increases the ioni2:ation rate. Levels of

n > nt.do not take part in dielectronic recombination, thus resulting

in a significant reduction of the dielectronic recombination rate. On the

oi三≡;…a窒;:d{
t芸…ecthtrrOe::㌶ynr;c.?h;…≡eti冨…r…a皇:.

th芸……~望…三yat言;…o悪霊……三on≡三.t呈us■

these two opposite effects is very sensitive to the ionic charge.
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The above considerations indicate that novel fratures arise in atomic

processes in a dense plasma. This will open a new area of atomic physics

to be explored in coming several years. The development of plasma physics

and its application to the inertiai confinement fusion will depend on the

achievement of atomic physics. ℡hese two branches of physics cannot be

separate from but should be incorporated with one another in such a high

density :?1asma.

The author thanks つrs. T. Fujimoto and T. Kato for their cooperation in

preparation for the manLISCript.
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TI斑ImE削打IONAL PROGRAMME: OF ATOMIC Am王･QOI屈CTJLAR DATA FOR FUSION

Eons七an七inos Ea;tsonisI Francis J･ Smith

=n七ernational Atomic苫nergy Agen町,馳clear Data Section

A七omic and. i4olecular Da;ta Unit

Eam七nerring l1, P｡0.B･ 590,ふ･1011 Vienna,血s七ria

The Atomic and. Molecular (ふ減)Da;ta for恥sion programe of the

=n七cma;tional Atomic Energy Agency was recommend･e且tq七he Firs七血ま-

visory Group Hee七ing on山胡Data for Fusion held at Culham Laboratory,

U.E., in 野ovember 1976. At the;t meeting i七was recogni2;ea that the

needs for山胡d.ata for七he development of fusion research and.七ech-

hOlogy are so large七hat azw one 14ember S七a;{e camo七adeqqately fulfil

these need.s for七he whole world･｡ Thus, no七only was i七d.eemed. necessary

七o coord.inate七he collection of七he 王'equlrementS ana七he acqulSi七ion
◆

of七he required aa;ta on atomic and molecular processes, t氾七also七o

crea;te a network of a;止a centres for七he a.issemination of七hese da;ta

七o七he fusion comrmmi七y. The meeting recommended.the formation of

an in七erna;tiona,i network of a.ata centres for七he compila;Lion and. a.is-

semina;Lion of atomic and･ molecular d･ata requlTea for fusionl and･七hat

the =AEA肌1Clear Da;ta Section be glVen七he responsibili七y七o eG'bab-

1ish and. coord.inate 七his network. =n accord.ance wi七h 七hese recommen_

da;tionsl七he Atomic arld･ Molecular Data Unit, within七he IAEA Nuclear

DatチS苧c七ion'was es七ablish亀a for a七rial period of七wo years (1977⊥1)78)

吉…諾;n/fn:
e;::hT.三T;u21Jeoin去a.Tcci慧tc七三…写怒cat.三芸tatle ㌘…三ori.?4e芸ei言;ch

for Fusion was fornea七o supervise its ac七ivi七ies and review its pro-

grm･

Following the recommendations of the mC/Im9
Subcomiモモee at

its fir･s七mee七ing a;I.Culham in lgovember 1976, the lni七ia1七asks of the

A+74 I)a;ta Uni七 were as follows..'

-

compila;tionl publica;tion anal ais七土ibu七ion of a quarterly bulletin

on newly measured or calcula.tea fusion-1lelated. A+14 data and. asso-

cia;ted. information;

-

creation and publication of an international index of refer･ances

七o atomic collision da;ta;
and

- fomulation of a common町B七em for七he excharlge Of bibliogra;phic

and mmerical A+Lt da;ta between existing or plamled_ A+M a.a七a centres.

To assisセ セhe Atomic and Molecular Da;ta Uni七in a.ccomplishing

七hese七asks,the Firs七鞄e七ing of七he A+M I)a;ta Cen七re甘e七work was held

in Vienna in Hag 1977｡ The specific accompli5hmen七s of ･this meeting

were七he es七abli白hmen七of agreements for七he cooperation between existing

A'H且ata centres -a groups and the IAEA Nuclear D甲a Section/A棚Data
Uni七wi七h regard七o七he Quarterly Bulletin on Atomic and Molecular 】)ata

for ℡止Sion, and･七he exchange of evaluated･ atomic collision d･ata･

-7-



=mmeaiaJtely following七his mee七ing7 a Second. Hee七ing of七he Joint

mc/IlmC Subcomiモモee was he叫a thi甲and fourth meeting of the same

subcommiモモee were hel且a150 in Viema ln April and September 1978. In

all七hree mee七i喝S七he Subcommiモモee TeViewed七he progress which七he IRE:A

pmgramme onふ雌Da;ta for甘止sion made血ring the七Ti止perioa 19了7-1978

哉n丘discussed.the future d.evelopmen七 of七he programe● The programme

was judged.七o be proceed･ing accoTd･ing七o七he recommend.a;tions excep七 a

a.elau in七he completion of七he =ndex七o A;tonic Collision 】)ata;the

Put.ure programme inclu丘i喝七he continua;tion of七he In七ernationa1触11e七in

on Atomic wd･恥1ecular
Da;ta for Fbsion†七he completion of七he =naexl

the creation of an evaluahea A+14 Data File. for恥sion ana七he coord.ina;tion

of七he network of a.a;ta cen七TeS Was SuPpOr七e且｡ I七was七he judgemerlt Of

the Subcommiモモee七hat七he response from七he scientific fusion commini七y

has been very posi七ivel tha;t七he programme is nee丘ed･1弧d･地a;I the IAEA

is
lmlqPely qqalifie且七o implemenモモhis progTameo

●

=n 1979七he A+14 programme moved･ into a y･ear of evaluation｡ =n七he

course of七his yeau七he A+M programme is e3q)eC七ed.七o be a;pproved･ and.

become a re8ula.r par七of the Agen町tS programme beginning Januaq lう80｡

The a.eve'iopmen七of七he Bulletin and. its prod:uc七ion is continuing;

nine issues have been issued so far,the las七 coverlng七he period ending

on 1 July 1979. Up七o now, the lhlle七in has been七he main a.chievement

of七he血雌Da;ta Unit. Iもis mailed regularly七o more七han 750 scien七is七s,

1abora;tories or libraries and i七 hasf received. favorable response and

cons七mc七ive criticism from七he fusion comrmmi七y.

The prepara;tion of七he Bibliogra;phic End.ex七o Atomic Collision Da;ta

hasalso been a. big par七of七he A+74 Data Uni七effoT七｡ Iモis e3CPeC七ed･七o

be published at the end, of this year. It will contain over 50'000 in-

dexation lines, representing about lO｡000 referencesl and incorporating

biblio

fiel且 琵nap監志望ea?
a, fapro=

,七鼠mSsstA,
aStsli:e)

nEmatai.onh.al

c芝1atl
;s;einntrr…芸ei:ntc三三s

a;ppearing in七he la,s七Juen issues of七he軌111e七in｡ The years of coverage

are 19う0 - 1979 with some add.i七ional references from prior years｡

In seleo七ing七he ma;terial七hat migh七be relevanモモo fusion a number

of problems arose for bo七h七he故111e七in ana七he Index in connection with

i.七he七opICS七ha;I ha;veto be considered.
●

ii｡七he concrete phusical processes in each七opic, and七he

corre8POnd.ing energy range

iii' the particles or ma;terials involved.'

tn七he Bu11e七in七hese problems were Tela七ea七o
the selection of papers from

the curren七Ii七erature, and･ in七he =ndex七o七he
elimination of references

no七 Televanセセo fusion from七he reference files supplied吻七he contri-

buting centres'

-8-



The七opics七o be includ.e丘in七he Bulletin veTe a.iscusβe且IIin e3CtenSOIf

血ring.the fiTs七山胡Data Centre Network meeting (Vienna'Hau 1977)･ The

followlng七oplCS Were retained;

1｡ S七ruc七ure and spectra

2. Atomic and. molecular co11isiしilS

3｡ Hacroscopic plasma propeT七ies and. plasma diaiPOS七ics

4. Particle-surface in七erao七ions.

The processes correspond.ing七o七he firsモモwo七opics are shown
in

Table I. These are七he pTC･CeSSeS used. in七he indJeXa;tion of d.aha

a;ppeaTing in the lhlle七in (1｡訊a 2.) end,七o a;ppear in the In°.eコこ(2.).

Al地ough bibliogTaphic a.ata from pau七icle-stu face in七erac七ion are

inolud.ea an且inaexed. in七he.hlle七i血,the consideTe且processes were not

the reEml七 of an interna;uonal a8reement' =七is expec七ed･七ha;I problems

rela;ted wi七h七opicB 3' and. 4｡ no七incllユd.ed in Table I will be discussed

at七he
Second. A且visory Group meeting an且a;t七he Second.山胡Data Cen七Te

∬e七work meeting,七o be held. in Paris from 19七o 22 Hau 1980訂迫from
23七o 24 May 1980 correspondingly.

Anessen七ial par七 of七he prepa工甘bion of七he政111e七in is地13 Choice

of da;ta and references 七o be includ.ed. in 七he 政111e七in. This choice is

based. on a cri七e王､ion dlich acts as a guid.e七o七he eai七ors t氾七is not

used. rigid.1y in七he pTO血o七ion of七he加11e七in; each paper is j11且gea
on its own meri七E;｡ Howeverl七o ensure七ha;t aB few errors as pose;ible
are madeI七he ori七erion has been tnlil七in七o a computer subrou七ine?

a;ppTOPTia;tely named. 1IProcms七estlI Which separates da;ta apparently Tele-

vanモ モo fusion from a.ata which are no七 relevむ止 七o fusion. This is used.

七o prin七 a waTnl喝七o七he edi七orB Of七he Bulletin when data is outside

七he即id.ell.ines defined,吋七he ori七erion｡ The e且i七ors can七hen check

七ha七no error Was made｡ The same subroutine is also used. in七he prepar-

ation of七he =ndex｡ =n七ha;t･ oa8el howeverl because of the七o七al amoⅧ七

of informa;tion七o I)e七rea;ted･, iもis,no七possible for七he ed･i七ors七o

check every line｡ The subrou七ine is七herefore 11Sed･七o cut out a;uto-

m訂ほcally data apparenuy no七relev訂止七o fu5ion｡

To
classify七he manu d･ifferen七processes iもis convenienモモo first

separa;te七he involved particles into a.ifferen七 classes｡ The separation

now uE;ed is Shown in Table ZI' For conveniencel a pho七on was七aken七o
be a particle and., being Ⅶ11que, forms a, class of its oⅥn｡ Similarly,

the elec七mn mad.e a second. class of par七icle' Those a;tome, and･七heir

ions, which oa乱 prod.ominate in a fusion plasma fomed.七he七hird classy

i｡e' HI D. T｡ Because heliumions are pTO血cea a;t severa? Hey following

a fusion reao七ion, helilユm is in a separa;be class｡ This: a;･lowE?I a Choice

of七he correspond.ing upper limi七of七he energy Of collision with other

particles. The molecules (or their ions) which maw occur at the cool

edge of plasma form七wo classes according七o七heir fTeqTlenCy Of occuz'renoe･

The lis七of a;tonic impurities consi8七s of a;tomB ana七heir ions with vTid.ely

varyi喝frequencies｡ 0町gen and･ cwbon arel ty fa∬1七he mos七abundan七
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impuri七ies･ ‡f a caubon limi七eT iβ七o be use丘! their atnmdanceB may be

comparat)1e emd七hey are, therefore, classified･七oge七her, sepana;8ely

from other impt;tri七ies● The res七of七he a;tonic impuri七ieβ are separ由ed.

in七o七wo gmllPS†叩impuri七ie$ll and IIless commonユmPuri七ieslll aS Sholm

fin Table I=. The remaining a;tome can be separa;ted. in七o七wo groups;

(1) atoms rel由ed七o the impurities in some ww which migh6 allow且ata

for七hese a;{oms七o be used七o es七ima;te
a.a;ta for七he impuri七9 alt'oms

七hTOugh七heir position in七he Wend.eleev でable or七hro噛地eir position

亨nan
igoele¢七ronic series- (2)由om昏nO七usefullyやate且七othe

lmpuri七y a;tomsl e｡gO七he l訊七hanid.e and ac七inide series Of a;toms℡ and･

認諾三言a,Tb琵o_:m8…)モah;nhe七三e監l王2,oSecT:ltshsi琵oFatl;.:Tc芸芸eg;es慧まh器
● ■

Table ==.

For
E;七mc七ure and spec七Ta datal all of七he atoms and molecules

in classes 3七o 8 and in class 10 are retained., being possibly present

in七he plasma; related a;tons wd. molecules of七he class 9 are also

re七ained･' For七he special ca.se of in七eratomic po七en七ialsI七he same

criterion as for COllision data vas aaop七ed.

The choice made for collision a.a;ta is shown in 七he matrix of

possible collisions I)e七ween七he d_iffeTen七 classes given in Table II=｡

Collisions between one minor e,ons七i七uen七 md. another have I)een left

o一山- as七hey oa皿0七a.ffecモモhe plasma'Amexcep七ion七o七his is col-
▲

1ision8 I)e七ween七he class of 0 and. C
with i七selfo This was; a marginal

a.ecision, aB訊1Ch collisions can have liモモ1e effec七on七he plasmal

excep七perhaps resonan七oharge ex血ange' Collisions be七ween七he

primazy molemlesむ1d all other classes are includ.ed because of七heir

importance for beam injec七ion●

The upper limi七of七he energy range七ha;I might be

fusion is inolud.ed. in Table工=I;the aocep七ed. energy

the energy of七he co11id･ing pho七on oT- elec七ronl Or七he

energy of七he collid.ing bea;vy particles｡ The highest

Iisions between pho七ons and. other Classes has been set

i8 3'uB七above七he ioni2;a;tion potential) about 2うkeVy

atom Mo｡ Ⅱigher energy pho七ons pro血ced. 1町COlli由ons

ele¢七rons血七h七he surface a首e七oo infreqTlen七 and. have

of inteTeSモ モo

range E is either

cen七er-of.daB S

energy for coI-

at 30 key. Thi$

of七he impurity

of mawau

七oo low c=･osβ

seo七ion8七o I)e included･｡ There is no lower
ener訂1imi七fbr Pho七on

colli8ions' The energ range for collisions between elec七rons and.

other paxpticles has been se七at O｡1 eV七o loo key, represen七i喝七he

limi七B Of七he energies Of七hermal elec七rons｡ Rtma;wag eleo七rons oa比

have mch higheエーeneTgleS, but七hese have ve町1ow cross
Sections and.

are no七freqpent enough七o
be 81gnific打1七for plasma processeB｡ Be-

c弧6e the primary atoms and･ molecules can occur in hish energy beams

used for plasma he王止ing and fueli喝,the highenergy limi七for colli-

sions be七ween七hese an且七he other bea;vy pau七icle8 has been se七above

七he highesモモheTmal energyl由う00 keV｡ The lower enef-gy limi七is

七he七hema1 limit; 0.1 e甘. Sin¢e helium ions are pro血ced. with several
恥V energy'血ring a fusion TeaC七ion,七he limi七of七he collision energy
between He and. all other bea;vy particles has been se七at 5 HeV｡ The

lower七hermal limi七is 0.1 eV. Collisions be七ween七he class of C

and.
0 with i七5elf have only七hermalenergie5 in七he plasma;the corre-

sponding limits havel七hereforel been se七三止0｡1 eV and･ loo keV●
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℡ABI題‡. COⅣSIm PROCE:SSES

l. S七rvc七ure_ and.
_艶e_G七ra

■l■

_
｢=.

_.. _ _..._ _._.._._ . . _. . .

1. Spectral id.en七ification;馳ergy levels; Toni2;a;tion po七en七ials;

Wave lengt h$

2. Transition p7'Obabili七ies; Oscilla;tor strengt'hs; Life七imes

3. Broadening= Lineshapes and shif七$

4. Polarisabili七ies'7 Elec七ric mbmen七s

ラ.工n七eTla七omic po七en七ialE;

2. Collisions

A･ !nv_oivipg Bh2t2n=

1, ･11o七al absorp七ionI Scattering

2. Elastic sea;t七ering (Thomson, R町1eigh)

3. tnverse 73remss七rahlnng

4. Pho七oioni2;訂bion

5. Photod.etachment

6. pho七odi昏SOCia;tion

ち･ =nv_oivin星空1皇C王ren=

1. Total sea;t七erin飢

momen七um 七ransfer

2.召1as七ic sea;t七ering

3. Exci七a七ion

4. D?.exci七atior1

5. ‡or)i2ia;Lion

6. fteoombination

7. At七acibmen七

8. De七achment

9. Dissocia;tion

10. Bremss七rahlⅥ∬塔

-i)i!-

C･芝e互w5erl Be_a;yE巴a=t主cie三

1. Total scattering

2. E;1as七ic sea;t七ering

3. 同Ⅹci七a七ion

4. Deexci七a七ion

5. toni2;a;tion

6. Recombina;Lion

7. Charge七rans;for

8. Detachment

9. Dissocia;Lion

10. Associa;tion

l1. Interchange reactions



℡ABI題 ==. CtLASSコ戸=C庶=(町OF Pm‡C工超S

(all ions of relevant a;toms血mQlecule8訂e irlClud.e且in each clas;s)

Class

10

ll

野ame
こT二__二_二.--

Phot on

Electron

Primaq

Atoms

He lium

P rimary
74ole cule s

C omnon

Zmpuri七ie s

=mpuri七ie s

Less Common

=rrpuri七ie a

Re 1 a;ted.

Atoms

Molecule s

All O七her血o血s
or Molecules

Cons七i七uむ1七s

hv

:二=.

e

HI DIT

He

H2'H;
arid variations with one or

more H atoms replaced. ty D or T

CI 0

B,甘, Al一 SiIPI S, CII rPiIVI

Cr, Fe, Ⅳi, Zr, Wb,専Ho, Ta, W

Li, Be, FI甘el甘al耽g,血.9 Ⅹ,

Cal Scl馳I Co- Cu, ZnI XT- A酌

InI XeI Cs, P七, Hg7 An

Ga, Ge, As, Se- Brl Rb, Sr, TI

TcI恥I RhI Pd･1 Cdl Sn, Sb▼ TeI

I, Ba, Hf, Re, Osl =rl Tl, Pb

H20, OH･ H3O+･ 02･ CO2, CO,

He言'
HeH+, CE4, CH3, CH2, CH a血∀ari-

a;tions with one or more H a;tons

replaced l町D oT T

-Ⅰ2-
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CORPUSCUIAAR I)エAG野OST=CS OF HOT PLA_S凹A

V.Ⅴ｡AfTOSimov, M.P.Pe七TOV

A.F.=offe PhysICO-TectmicLal =ns七i七u七e
●

Academy of Sciences of七.tie USSR, Leningrad 194021
,USSR

CoTPuBCulaT PlaBma丘iaBnOS七ic昏i琴ba8ed on七he ana-

1a一打1a (I-pasBivet- di尽

=ac七ivell diagnoB七ic白諾cBIB冒:fT琵言.eb三宅三言si諾喜七芸1e望蕊ぞ
●

● 亨n芸.?-T
de七emina七ion of 七he plasma paTame七eTS｡ Applioa七ion of

七hiB diagnos七ics七ec血nique has been ex七end･ed very rapid-

ly in七he TeCen七years, mainly for quasis七a七ionaTy SyS-･

七ems and firs七 of all for七okama'ks. CoTPuSCular diagnos一

七ieB 七umed ouセ セo be 七he moB七 effec七ive way七o study

the ion componen七 of plasma and especially hydrogen ions

and atoms. FoT七okamaks 七he main paT七 of ir).foma七ion on

the energy and. mass-balance of hydrogen ions and. a七omB

is obtained using coTPuBCular diagnos七icB.

CorpusculaT diagnos七ics well sa七isfies七he specific

requirements which should be fulfilled. in 七he inveB七iga-

七ion of ho七 plasma. FiTB七1y, coTPuSCular diagnos七i0日

(both passive and active) does nO七dis七urb pla訂1a and is

practically con七ac七Iess. Secondly, iもis pTaC七ically a

dユrec七me七hod because i七 deals ei七heT Wi七h 七he paT七icles

of 七he plasma itself or with paエーセicles fome丘in binary

colliBionB be七ween七he †lpTObingII particle.･3, inコeC七ed in-
■

七o plasma.. and 七he plasma paT七icle8. Therefore for Plas-

ma parameter d.etemination only the data of ai;omic and

elec七TOnic collision processes are necessary. =七is im-

poTtanセ セha七 corpuscular diagnos七ics is possible wi七h-

ou七 a prioTi plasma models.

Among七he corpusculaT diagnos七ics me七hods七he most

widely used ones are 七hose based on七he analysis Of neuセー

Pal,七o wit, hydrogen atoms. The reason Of 七hiB iB 七haセ

the cross BeC七ionB Of processes involving hydrogen atoms

are well known and, beBideB, neu七rals easily pene七ra七e

the elec七y'omagne七io fields suエーrOunding 七he plasma and

can be analy乞ed. ou七Bide 七he plasma inB七alla七ion. On 七he

other hand,the hyd,rogen atoms exiB七in any of con七empo-

raTy fusion machines in spite of rather high parame七eTS

of 七he plasma七empera七ure and denBi七y.

The main mechanism suppor七ing七he existence of neut-

ral hydrogen particles in七he maJOri七y of plasma inB七al-
●

1a七ions is 七he income of atoms fTOm 七he wallB｡ The most
probable proceBB for hydrogen畠七omB in七he hydrogen plas-

ma is七he reBOnan七 chaTge exchange on pTO七on8. Due 七o

the charge exchange of slow atoms on fas七 pTO七onB至as七
atoms appear in plasma. These faB七a七oms can pene七ra七e

in七o 七he cen七Tal ho七TeglOn Of七he pla白ma Where, in七he-
●

ir七um, undiergo charge exchange with ho七pro七onB. ℡his

TTrelay-racen charge exchange mechanism leads七o 七he 'for-

ma七ion of radial a.is七ribu七ion of neu七rals and七o七he poB一

日ibili七y of using corpuscular diagnos七ics for inveB七iga-
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七ion of bo七h七he peripheral and ceri七Tal regions Of 七he

plasma COlⅥmn.

fluxes of a七om8

incTeaSe8 Wi七h

a七 空夢 6oo-700
七okamak plasma

eE; Which can be

tics.

=七iB impoT七anセ セhaセ セhe ratio be七ween 七he

from a‡ユ盈七o 七he plasma glVen by albedo A

increasing in 七he plaBma 七empera七ure and

eVis aB high as A= 0,6 -

o,7. Thus,the

is always a source Of hydrogen atom flux-

used for Tfpassive†I corpuscular diagnos-

There are a七1easセ セwo impoT七an七 pTOblems which can

be solved by七he analysis of atoms emiモモed by plasma:

a) detemination of ion ten

bu七ion of 七hese atoms and b冒
era七ure using energy dis七ri-

elucida七ion of mass and ener-

gy balance of the ion component and detemination of the

Pole of differen七 charmelB in plasma ion energy losses -

using七he absolute value of an atomic flux from七he plas-

ma●

lyらerFsohra諾eb…喜:mld…,…壬諾e精子2SIT冒三三f三三慧m芸誓冨e芸冒三c芸≡na:

● ●

nel analy2;er is Shown in Fig.1. Plasma Tadia七ion is coョ.-

1ima七ed and, pene七ra七es a chamber G filled with gas Whe='e

paT七 of atoms i8 七TanSfomed into iclnS due 七o s七rippコng｡

These ions are analy2;ed in mass by ･七he magne七Ri and in

energy
- by七he condenseTB Cヽ - Cs and finally =･egis七eTed

by five BePara七e colm七ers. Thus, Such an analyzer enables
七o ob七ain七he in七ensi七y of 七he flux for atom.q with defini-

te mae[s and. for 5 differen七 Tegions of energy, i.e. ener-

gy a_is七ribu七ion of atoms during one pulse of 七he plasma in-

s七a11a七ion. The possibility of such measuremen七s is very
important for the separation of hydrogen atoms from deute-

riun and impuTi七ies and for七he de七ernina七ion o王- ion 七em-

pera七ure and energy. balance in large 七okamaks with long

intervals between pulses. =七 should be emphasized,七ha七
foT七he correc七 de七emina･tion of 8,七omic flux paTame七eTS

using七he amoun七 of registered secondary ions a careful

calibration of 七he analyzeT is neceBSaTy. This calibrati-
on is perfomed. on special ins七a11a七ions using monokine一
tic atomic beams with a definite energy and in七ensi七y. Un-

for七una七ely, several inves七iga七oェーS underes七ima七ed.the im-

poT七ance of calibration which led 七o mistakes in neutral

corpuscular diagnos七土cs.

A 七y

in万一ig.2 粁三蒜…m冨三…T諾es芸…諾yXp詣七蒜d妄言g冨三o冨ts｡孟ss監own
plagma is closely connected wユセh七he spec七m of protons.
Thiβ is due 七o 七he facセ セhaセ セhe TeSOnan七 charge exchange
occurs PraC比cally wi七houセ セTanSfeT Of kine比c energy and

白CaセセeTing of 七he in七erac七ing paT七icles. As a TeSu1七, an

atom foェmed in七he resonan七 charge exchange has七he same

magnitude and･ direction of velocity as七he pTip-aTy Plasma

proton.

℡he re･sonan七 chalrge eXOhange cross BeC比on for hydrogen
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iB 66.8/ 10-1Scm之I Which leads七o a rapi且--energy mixing--

be七ween hydrogen atoms and pro七onB. So 七he slop of七he li-

neaT Paエ･七 of diB七Tibu七ion in万一ig.2 ェーeflec七s ion七empera七uTe

一望8喜h…fh詫喜e≡芸昌c言霊七三筈11慧o冨n…fTg三富…空Isa諾訟…ooltsnふi認ethe●

emiBBion of a七omB from七he peripheTical plasma TeglOnS

wi七h loweT七empeTa七ures. A BOlid line in Fig.2 =.epTeBen七B

calcula七ed eneエーgy SPe′C七ra which coincide well wi七h七he e文一

perimen七al results.

HeasuTemen七s of 七he a七om･flux七ime-dependence glVe in-
●

fQma七ion abou七ion 七empeTa七uTe Changes during discharge in

plasma ins七alla七ions. Comparison of neu七TOn yields with ion

七empera七uTeS measured. using七he energy SpeC七Ta Of emiセセed
hydrogen atoms enables us 七o asceT七ain whe七her七he neu七TOnS

are of themonucleaT OTlgln OT not.

GeneTal regulaTi七ies of 七he ohmic heating of hydrogen
ionB in Tokamaks have been studied using coTPuSCulaT diag-

no8tic8 【3-7】. =七has been shown,七haセ セhe ion七empera七ure

correspond.s 七o AT七simovi七chlls fomula, i.e｡七o 七he Coulomt)

energy 七ごanSfeT from elec七TOnS 七o ions and.七o 七he ion cool-

ing via neoclassical七hemoconduc七ivi七y. ℡he simul七aneouB

de七ermina七ion of 七he ion七empera七uTe and 七he hydrogen atom

concen七Ta七ion from 七he a.a七a on emiセセed. atom fluxeB makes
i七 possible 七o obtain energy confinemenセ セime, and 七he TO-

1e of d.ifferen七 erlergy loss oh8Tmels: 七heごmOCOnd.uc七ivi七y,

diffusion, charge exchange｡ Fig.3 shows an example of 七he

radial dis七ribu七ion of relative in七enBi七ieB Of 七he chan-

nels. =n 七he central TeglOn 七hemocon'1uc七ivi七y plays 七he
●

main role; near七he wa11日 charge exchange becomes impor-

七an七.

Corpuscular diagnos七ics iβ prac七ica11y七he only method
of obBerVing and studying local-七TaPPed. paT七icles. The beha-

viour of 七hese components of plasma can be inves七iga七ed

using 七he aniso七TOPy Of atom fluxes obtained from Passive

corpusculaT diagnos七土cs measuTemen七s.工セ セuTned ouセ セha七

in Tol=amak T-4 a七Ti = 0,7 keV七he local-七TaPPed ions

七TanSla七e abou七 half of ior. energy loBSeS.

The c√)ncc･iltTa七ion of a七omB Plo in七he central region

of 七he plaETia･ muS七princIPally decrease With increasing of

七he plasma a.ensi七y and 七he Tokamak dimensions. =n AIca七oT,

foT eXamPleタi七should be n8- 103 cm-7･ Bu七† as has been

shoⅦ1 recently, Teal れ｡ is abou七103七imes higheT【81.
ThiB is caused by 七he cでe8,tion of atoms due 七o radia七ive

elec七TOn-PTO七on TeCOmbina七ion ど9ユ(Fig.4). ℡his re'sul七is

impoT七an七, because i七means 七ha七i七is impossible 七o

Ifbum ou七II all七he neu七Tals in 七he central

ma and in any case no OannO七be less七han 芋岩g},o三才芸-%las~
●

of plasma concen七Ta七ion. Aセ セhe same 七ime i七meanB 七haセ

the passive coypu.;qCular a,iagno8七ics can be used also for
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the fu七ure 七ypes of Tokamaks●

11he simplesモ モ-3-Pe Of 七he active corpuBCular diag-

noB七icB is neu七Tal beam-p:robing of 七he plasma wi七h七he

measuTemen七s of ion. concen七ra七ion averaged along七he

b[e謂コヲa認c喜芸七諾e
s霊芝芸鷲a七苫cs諾萱qtbl…a:al;l去…諾i三富e芸七謡諾atsLon

●

●

諾三豊芸冨eSuysm芝nT;b音芋苧)q芝e三宅;a,flbae%?0浩志琵f_bd喜fa孟e,T…≡ts_
ma, probing pTOVideB a high spatial and七i皿e reSOlu七ion

and iB especially convenien七foT七he inves七iga七ion of

confinemen七 and diffusion aセ セhe

its compression by magnetic field 粁だa
heating using

The possibili七y七o sepaTa七e HO and DO atoms was

used also for diTeC七 s

in Tokamak T-4 plasma 打箔.o芸
the hydrogen ion diffusion

shoT七 pulse of deu七eTium

gas was inコeC七ed in hydrogen PlaBma｡ Time dependence of
●

fas七 DO fluxes appearing af七eT Such an inaec七ion were
■

studied in diffeTen七local Teg10nS along 七he 七oTOidal
:二

plasma colurrm. The diffusion七i皿e Of deu七eriu皿Ob七ained

from七hese dependencies was found as rC- 20 msec.

A七 presenセ セhe measuTemen七8 0f local plasma para-

meters are becoming more and more important for a detail-

ed analysis of processes in ho七 plaEma. Fig.5 shows a

setup of ins七men七s for七he plasma local parameter dia-

琵芸fS:i呈芸y盟主ce聖h:チ;n喜芸子e‡㌫1dnag;gd持主写子宝yn冨uT;｡三言bi芸tten_

si七ive monokine七ic beam of H or He atoms for plasma pro-

bing is produced by an inコeC七oT. I'ocal value3 0f ion 七em-
■

peTa加Te are meaSuTeB in七wo ways: a) by de七em与ning the

energy spread of七h占a七oms scaセセeTed on moving ions a七 a

fixed angle 【14,15コ(using. analy2;er I), b) by de七emining

the energy dis七Tibu七ion of 七he atoms, fomed in charge

妄言詑a冨fgea芸fapT話芸芝i三lOn芸七.?芸lぎrto霊宝芸誉七指詑o&:gwhi諾y芝語yII ).
● ●

FuTthelⅦOre,the ins七men七s shown in Fig.5 give possibi-

1i七y 七o regiB七er radiation of impuTi七y ions which is caus-

ed byもhe charge exchange of地ese ions on beam atoms t17】

(Ⅹ-T甲SPeC七TOme七eT)･ The locality of meaBサTemen七s is de-

七emlned by 七he volume fomed by 七he cTOSSlng Of 七he pTO-
●

bing beam and七he regions Visible from七he analyzerB.

Fig･6 shows radial ion七empeTatuTe diBtTibu七ionB Ob七ainて

認許話芸慧e｡芸Ⅹ認諾至芸go芸e監aぎ芋芸3チydrogen
ions on deuteTl-

=mpuTi七y ion diagnos七ics iB a COmbined coTPuSCular

spec七roscopICal one. =七is based on七he facセ セha七foT mu1-
●

三三-Tg2a言要害望s!os冨cs七.f.望洋謬e_e芋呂卸ge
c芸i2tha≡言詑諾saEae?l冨c_七ron is cap七vreまprac七ica11y only onto excited levels of
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●

an ュon:

読.A.ら_ヰ訪.A.(ら-1)*..サ言.A･(z-1)+もu
● ●

七eri

B驚c
o至芸三言芸:L芸寧(艶子nc.2fre…喜孟s

in in七ensi七y of 七he c:1araC-
from differen七 Tegio11B along

the inヨeC七ed HO - beam, one can measure abさ011主七e local con-
●

centra七ions of A+2; ions. The advantage of七his new impu-

Ti七y diagno如ics r17ヨ, be苧ides locality, iB the applica-
tion of a d.efini七e mechanism Of ion exci七払七ion and 七he pos-

sibili七y七o B七udy bare nuclei in plasma Which are inacceB-
●

Bible for observation in七he usual spe与七roscopICal w_ay.
●

…冨p妄c.aTIcw6a.y
･

nu_℡his IIcombinedll impurity diagnos七icB Was uB

clei diagnoBticB in T-4守nd an increase of I,Qt - line of

cs+ was observed a七inコeC七ion of HO-beam ( a key, 10b,.A/吋2

Io圭冨三言宅ZT芝｡n[恕r芸諾.孟Ⅹ諾plce6i七申七in
the cen七ralヲeglOn

.,25%.f the ,lasma density.

The品u～Bま;まo:三m…m.-f7,c16･f･
●

fTOm七he central region is abou七 20 msec, i.e.the Bane aS
●

foT七he hydrogen ions which means 七ha七impuTi七ies are not

accumulated in七his region during 七he steady-s七a七e period
●

of discharge.

=七iB Obvious,七ha七for七he extension of 七his 七echni-

que 七o impuTi七ies of differen七 elemen七日and charge s七a七e白
a ByS七ema七土c inveB七iga七ion of 七he charge exchange of mul一

七i-chaェ･ged ions into excited s七a七es and 七he ェーadia七ive a.e-

oay of七heBe S七a七es are necessary.

=n conclusilOn, One Can nO七e 七ha七 coTPuBCular diagnos-

七ics which was developed abouセ セwen七y years ago ha守beco-

me now the main way of studying ion heating and confine-

men七in quasiB七a七ionaTy Systems. The recen七 progresB Of

corpuBCular diagnos七ics has shoⅦn七ha七poBSil)ili七ies of

七his 七echnique can be extended further and '七ha七i七will

play a considerable role in CTR TeSeaTCh in futuTe'
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Fig.2.丑nerGy丘is七Tib山王on of吋dヱOGen atoms emiセセed.

by plasma in Toka皿ak T叫l6】.
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Fig.ラ. Radial a_is七ribu七ion of power for a.ifferen七

ene3?野loss cha皿els in Tokanak T-10 【う】.
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PLASMA DIAGNOSTICS. ON J‡PP T-Ⅱ TOKAMAK

J. Fu3'ita

lnstitute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University

Nagoya 464, Japan

INTRODUCTI ON

Aminteraction of hightemperature plasna･ with neutral atoms and

molecules invulves various kinds of atomic a71d Tad主ative processes. ‡n the

field of tokamak research, a technique of gas-puffing in the course of

discharge has been widely employed to achieve a highdensity plasma. The

behavipr of impurities in suc･h a highdensity plasma is of particular

interest from the view point of plasma diagnostics as well as of radiation

losses from the hightenperature plasma･.

A detailed spectroscopic study of oxygen ions in JIPP T-II tokamakl)
has revealed that a remarkable rearrangement of the ionipLation states of

oxygen takes place in a plasma periphery when the'electron density is

raised by puffing the hydrogen gas. Line radiations from oxygen ions are

strongly enhanced due to the recombina･tion processes. Calculations based

on a simple model can explain the evolutions of the line radiations and also

諾eit言;壬i芸三.pf;01:i三言諾s;吉If…ctc三:tei三:nlc
(Shy:1rn≡set三ghffwTg喜?e)

i

sli…r･t:言…1f;芸1;……
●

a possibility of finding out the confinement times for the exygen ions of

each ionization state.

EXPERIMENTAL DEVICES

JIPP T-Ⅱ is a hybrid device of tokamak and stellarator, and has a

major radius of 91 cm} plasma radius of 15 cm> and a toroidal magnetic

field of 30 kG maximum.

Tbe parameters of the plasma produced in tokamak operation are as

fっ11ows:

′

1ine-averaged electron density: 1 - 7 x 1013 cm-3

electron tempeTature : 400 - 1300 eV

ion temperature : 250 - 750 eV

plasma current : 160 kA

discharge duration ･
. 0.2 - 0.5 see

Two additiona･1 heating systems are prepared and applied; a neutral

beam injection heating and a lower hybrid wave heating. The third heating

system,anelectron cyclotron heating system is now ready to apply.

A 2 m, gTaZ!ng incidence spectrometer which covers the s･pectral range
from 15 to 1300 A withanincidentangle of 870 was used in this experiment

The plasma was observed along a chord passing throughthe plas7na axis. In

the visible region, SPatial profile of the emission waLS measured.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

lypical traces of loop voltage, plasma current, line-averaged electron

den-sityL, and electron temperature are Shown together with the intensity of

oxygen line in Fig.1(a) fo‡. the case of strong gas puffing after the

-
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causes a shrinking of plasma colunnand results in a disruption. On the

other hand, if the plasma current is raised rapidly a little after the gas

puffing (Fig.1(b)), the edge of the plasma is heated due to the skin effect,

and the radial profile become_<'f flatter. This prevents the occurrence of

也e disruption, and a stable high density plasma is produced･

In a normal tokamak discharge as is in the steady state before gas is

puffed, fairly highamount of 6-times ionized oxyg'L･･n ioni't are TJreSent at the

periphery because of a longer recombination timeこOmPared w･ith a particle

confinement time. ｢me lowering of electron temperature and the increase in

electron density due to gas puffing enhance the recombination of 6-times

ionized oxygen. This results in a significant rearrangement of charge state

of oxygen, and strong emissions from oxygen ions in lower ionization states

are obseTVed. 1もe increments in the intensities of each resonance line

(OII - Owl) with respect to the values at the steady state are plotted in
O

Fig.2 as a function of time. The radiation loss caused by OVI 1032 A in the

case (a) reaches a･bout 40 kW at 30 msec after gas puffing and amounts to

about SOS of the total ohmic power input into the plasma. One can notice

also tha･t the emission from higher ionization states increases earlierand

linearly with time, while that from lower ionization states shows a delayed

exponential increase･. These features suggest that the major part of the

increase in the emisslOn is likely due to the recombination from bigber

ionization states.

DISCUSSION

The rate equations have been solved in order to estimate the effect

caused by the recombination from 06+ in the peripheral region Of the plasma･

dN(06+)
dt

dN(0ヱ+)
dt

≡ 対out -

α6N(06+)
+ s5N(05+)

-

N(06+)

T6

≡

αz+1N(0(2*1)+トαzN(OZ+)
+ sz_1N(d(Z-1)+)

- SZN(02*)
-

N(OZ+)

Z

(z=0
-5)

Here N(OZ+) is the total n-er of the oxygen ions z times ionized; αz
and

Sヱa･re the recombination and ionization probabilities; Tz is the confinement

time; Nout is the influx rate of 06+ into the peripheral TeglOn tO be

considered.

we made a bold assumption that the 06+ ions are present in the periph-

;≡;三hrte芝孟:n,冒;…ec;芸…rr三?ut㌫;…器,onNl(y.6S･;u:C完.:≡
･言6e?慧芯冨ミ)

P…0岩e;…e言-.

よ三三芸se:i
g.azs･

pufrf.i:n誓と;言;rS三…書芸c…uhSees言eead?ryes…芸…ee;?sted
only in the incre-

With this assumption and utilizing every possible data from visible

spectroscopy (location of 05+)and Thomson scattering of ruby
laser l'ight

(radial profiles of electron temperature and density) , the evolutions of

-24-



N(OZ+), so that those of resonaヮce radiations from each ionization state of

oxygen are Calculated. It is slgnifi'cant that only limited set of para-

meters for the confinement times of oxygen ions can glVe a SOlution which

can explain the experimental results, both in absolute values and time

histories (see Fi苦･2);で6 : 10msec,て5 ≡ 10msec, T4
= ら msec, T3 - 1･S

msec, T2
I 1･S msee, Tl mSeC and To --t O･6 msec･

This comes from the fact that, in the steady sta.te, oxygen ions of low
■

ionization states are found in the shell where electron temperature is

fairly high. Therefore the ioniza･tion rates are higher thanthe diffusion

rates, and the particle balance is determined by ionizationand is not

strong.lly affected by the particle confinement. On the other hand, in the

highdellSity case, oXygens of low ionization states produced due to the

recombination are found where e]･ectron temperature is low, so that･ all the

rates of ionization, recombination and diffusion are in the same order of

magnitude. This is the reason why we candeteでmine the set of confinement

times for each ionization state of oxygen from the particle balance.

0ⅧER l℃PICS

Another interesting interaction of hot plasma with neutral gas has been

found in TPD-I device. A highdensity helium plasma (electron density over

lOlq cm~3, electron temperature of the order of 10 eV) is produced steadily,

and streams out into the plasma region. When a neutral gas is introduced

into the plasma reglOn, Similar situation is realized and the three-body

recombination of He++ to He+1 0r H+ to Ho in the case where hydrogen gas is

introduced, is strongly enhanced. 7もis results in a population inversion in

He+ or HO, which suggests a possibility of developing VUV o,r XUV lasers･3)

The third example of hot plasma-neutral interaction is a neutral beam

probe. When we shoot a neutral particle beam into a high temperature

plasma, various kinds of atomic and radiative processes take place. The

role played by the neutral particle in this case is not a cooling of plasma
but a probing of the plasma.

we have developed a neu.tral lithium beam probe4) to obtain a local

electron density or its fluctuations. The resonance line intensity emitted

from lithium by plasma electron impact excitation is expressed as a
product

of beam particle density, electron density and rate coefficient for electron

impact excitation. Local electron density can be obtained from this

intensity measurement if the beam intensity is known, because the rate

coefficient is a weak function of electron temperature above 10 eV･ Details

willもe found in the next paper by Kodota

The idea of the neutral lithium beam probillg OrlglnateS in the necessi-

ty of poloidal field measurement to obtain the current distribution in

tokamak plasma.5) This utilizes the Zeemanpolarization to find out the

direction of local magnetic field. When we observe the emission in a

perpendicular direction to the magnetic field, Tr COmPOnent light is linearly

polarized in parallel direction to the magnetic field, and cT COmPOnent in

perpendicular direction. A sensitive polarimeter for the filtered TT

component light will glVe uS the direction of the local magnetic field,

from Which one can obtain the strength of the poloidal magnetic field which

is produced by the plasma current when the toroidal field st'rength is known･
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CONCLUS ION

The interaction between hightemperature plasmasand neutral gases

involves a great variety of atomic and radiative processes. Experimental
●

results of spectroscopIC Studies on highdensity plasma in JIPP T-Ⅱ aTe

写;fne言e三三諾aaS,琵c;芸慧ein諾三三oi冒…;rprf:;;…三e言e…:a空詳言冨言霊;a3;raegn冨1s芸;≡;s
including plasma spec.troscopy and beam probing, population inversion

suggesting a reali乙ation of XUV lasers, and so on.

A close collaboration between the physicists in the field of atomic

processes and the pla･sma physicists is strongly needed to promote these

reseaTChes･ The lnstitute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University, is a

central establishment open ℃o the collaboration in the field of plasma

physics and nuclear fusion research, so that always such collaborations are

heartily welcomed.
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NICE PROJECT AT IPP*

Y. KANEKO

Department of Physics, Tokyo Metropolitan University

Setagaya-ku, Tot.yo 158

Institute of Plasma Physics, Nagoya University

Cbikusa-ku, Nagoya 464

ABSTRACT: NICE
project at IPP is briefly described. Results of a pre-

1iminary experiment on symmetric resonance multiple charge

transfer processes by using cryo-NICE source are presented.

INTRODUCT I ON

Since 1977, a. research group has been organized for study of atomic

processes in fusion plasma as a part of the Guest Research Program of the

lnstitute of plasma Physics (IPP). The group consists of the following

eight members;

Y. Kaneko** ( Tokyo MetropolitanUniversity )

K. Okuno (
I=-

)
ヽ

N. Kobayashi (
-=-

)

S. rJhotani ( IPP )

T. Iwai** ( Osaka University )

S. T5url血uchi (
-=l

)

M. Kimura (
''H

)

H. Tawara ( Kyushu University )

The main subjects of the group are to buildanion source for high-

ly stripped ions and to make experiments on the atomic processes involv-

ing high1)'stripped ions, which are supposed to be important in a fusion

plasma･ So the project
was named as -tNaked Ion Collision旦甲eTiments

(NICE)H.

The ion soul'Ce We have constructed are of EBIS type. There are

various kinds of ion source for multiple charged ions; PIG, ECR, EBIS,

beam-foil, laser-irradiation, etc. Each type of source has own merits

and demerits. I am not willing to make comparison o･f each type of source

here, but the reason why we have chosen an EBIS type source was that we

*
Invited talk at the Nagoya Seminar on Atomic Processes in Fusion

Plasma, Nagoya, 6-7 Sept. 1979.

☆★
Guest professor of IPP
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were mostly interested in the processes involir)･g highly stripped ions in

the relativeJly low er!er-gy reglOn, and王;B王S was considered as an suitable

source for this purpose. Our source has been constructed only a few

months､･ago, and so far we have had no time enoughもo make it work in the

full performance, unfortunately. However, today I can present preliminary

results for symmetric resonance multiple charge transfer processes, which

were discovered very recently by using the
･cryo-NIC王∃

source.

PRINCIPLE 0:･' EBIS

The principle of EB=S proposed by Donetsl) is as follows: When a high

density electron beam is shaped with a stエーOng magnetic field applied along

the axis of the electron beam, the ions produced by electron bombardment

are trapped by the space charge of the electron beam. In the direction

of the electron beam axis, the ions are confined by applying a suitable

potential walls. Stripping Of the trapped ions proceeds throughsucces-

sive ionization by electron bo血ba王■dment. The ions are extracted in the

direction of axis by removing occasionally the potential wall.

The most important factor of the EBIS operation is

T= j･t, (1)

where, 3 1S the electron current density and t is the confinement time.

With the larger T, the higher Charge state of ion beam is obtained.

Therefore, with the higher density of electron beam J, Particular charge

state of ion beaJn Can be obtained in the shorter confinement time; namely

the higher intensity beam is expected for that charge state of ions.

Another importaJlt fa･ctor for the EBIS operation is t･he pressure･

In order that the ions are trapped inside the electron beam by the space

charge of the electron bea7n, the space charge of the electron beam must

not be neutralizized by that of the ions. Namely, the following relation;

i q'nq. 'ne (2)

must be held, where nq+ and n are the particle density of q-hold multiple
e

charged ions and electrons, respectively. If the background gas pressure

is high, neutralization of space charge will takes place even without the

sample gas introduced. A simple calculation shovTS the background pressure

must be in the 10-9 ToTr.
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CRYOINICE

In the first stage of the NICE Project, we constructed the･ ion source

so-called proto-NICE, which had･ conventi;onai solenoid and oil diffusion

pump system. The purpose of the proto-NICE was to get know-how of the

EBIS operation.

In the second stage, we have build so-called cryo-NICE. Fig. i shows

a schematic diagram of the cryo-NICE. The cryo-N工CE has a super-conduct-

ing magnet (SCM) for providing
a strong and stable magnetic field. In

addition to that, the reservoir of liquid helium for SCM is expected to

have a function of cryogenic pump.

As mentioned bet()re, the whole apparatus has been
constructed only

a few months ago, and a fine adjustment is still going on. Therefore,

the full performance expected has not yet been achieved. Although the

pエーeSSure inside the SCM can not be measured, the backgrol皿d pressure

measured with an ionization gauge mounted on the vacuum chamber is

7 x 10-10 Torr.

Fig. I. A schematic diagram Of cryo-NICE

CROSS SECTION MEASUREMENT OF RESONANCE MULTIPLE CHARGE TRANSFER

A preliminary measurement of the cross sections of sy7nmetric reso-

nance multiple charge transfer processes;

Aq++A +A+Aq+J

-80-
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have been made by using cryo-NICE. The ions extracted from cryo-NICE is

mass--selected by a magnetic field of sector type, and pass througha col-

lision cell. The beam penetrating the collision cell hits an aluminum

plate, and the secondary electrons ejected from the plate are collected

and multiplied with CERATRON, a channel type continuous multiplier with

a com-shaped opening･ A deflector placed behind the collision cell is

for the separation of charged particles from the beam. Beam intensities

of the primary ions and the fast neutra･1s are measured by a single parti-
●

cle counting mode.

The entrance and exit apertures of the collisior. cell are 0.7 mm¢

and 2こ2
mm¢, respectively, and the length of the cell (L) is 80 77m.

Target gas is introduced into the cell througha capillary tube from a

reservoir, the pressure of which is monitored. From the conductance of

the capillary.tubeand the cell apertures, the target gas pressure inside

the collision cell is estimated. The target pressure is kept below

2 I 10-4 Tory. =n the ordinary operating condition> the pressure of the

source region is 1 x 10-9 Torr> and the outside of the collision cell is

kept at 8 x 10-9 Torr by a double differential pumping With turbo

molecula王■ pumps I

For each experimental run, the collision cell is fi:Pst filled with

the taエーget gas, and counting rates

primary ions (Sq) is measured with

of the fast neutrals (So) and the
*

and without the deflection field

The cell is then evacuated/ and the same procedure is repeated. The fast

neutral slgnals are corrected with'those with the empty cel一. Attenuat-

ion of the prima･ry ion beam is generally negligible**. Throughout the

measurement, the primary ion beam intensity lS reduced to the order of

104 counts/see to.ensure normal counting efficiency.

The cross section oqo for the process (3) is given by

oq.

yoI%:;NO･L
(4)

I

whey, yo and yq are the detection efficiencies of the fast neutTals and

☆ ☆☆
SiTICe S is less thanュ oiOf S except for the case of q=1, con-

'

o q

tribution from the fast neutrals to Sq can be neglected･ The Sq

may contain contributions from q-s (s<q) ho].d cha･rge state of ions

produced in the collison cell, but they are neglected also.
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t九e primary ュons Of the q-tb cl一aでge State.

Since the e甲eriment is maLde at the ion acceleration voltage higher

than 1 kV, and the ions are accelerated ftl土ther by the multiplier voltage

rt
before hitting the alumil･lum Plate, the detection efficiency of ions, yq,

may be considered as unity for single particle counting mode. For neu-

tral atoms, the detection p-fficiency, yo, may not necessarily be unity

especially when the primary ion energy is low. At the energies above a

few key, however, yo may be considered as unity without big erroTS･

Therefore, we simply assume yo
=

yq
= 1･ If the yo is smaller than yq,

the real cross section will be bigger than the measured one.

Fig. 2 shows the cross sections obtained for Ne and
AT. As the

measured po.i･nts are rather scattered> horizontal lines are drawn only for

of average values･ The cross sections o3o reported by Latypov

et al･りare shown as a reference･ The cross sections o5o for Ne and Ar

are not determined because the primary ions are not Separated from the

impurity ions; C3+3 04+ and 02+I

1 10

Ee.m. (keV)

1 10

reference

〈▲
一. 2)

Fig. 2. Cross sections for Symmetric resonance multiple charge

tr訊Sfer processes; (a) Neq'.Ne, (b) Arq+.Ar.
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The obtained cross sections appear to decrease withanincrea.se of

the q-value for both cases of Neand Ar･ Such features are clearly seen

in Fig･ 33 Where the meaJI Va･1ues of cross sections are plotted against

the charge state q at ･the collision energy around 5 keV･ As indicated by

1 2 3 4
q

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
q

Fig. 3. Cross sections determined at 5 key for each charge

state q; (a) Neq'.Ne,I (b) Arq'.Ar.

solid lines, the relationship between oqo and q is appTOXimately express-

ed by

and

oqo
= (5･0)-(q-1) olo

Gqo
= (3･S)-(q-1) Glo

for Ne, (5)

for Ar. (6)

There might be a possibility that the observed signals involve con-

tribution fromvuV- or soft-X ray photons emerging from the collision

cell. The time-of-flight measurements confined that this contribution

was two orders of magnitude less than the fast neutral signals.
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DISCロSSION

The measurement of cross sections, described in the preceding sect-

ion is a preliminary one. There might be some sources of ertors, which

have not yet been checked.AmgulaT distribution of the fast neutrals

has not been studied. Energy dependence Of the measured cross sections

has not been clear because of the scattering of the measured points.

mere fore, the accuracy of the measured cross sections can not be insist-

ed
to be so high. Especially, for the highest charge states in the both

Neand Ar cases, the measured cross sections may have errors of factor

of two. However, it cannot be denied that resonance charge transfer

really occurs for q ≦ 4 (Ne),and for q i 7 (Ar) at several keV colli→

●

s10nS. It is exciting to imaglne that seven electrons JtmP together

fTOm an aLtOm tO
anion.

okuno et al.3) measured the cross sections of sym_metric resonance

charge transfer of single and double charged
ions for Kr and Xe in the

energy range from the room temperature to 20 eV by the injected-ion

drift tube technique. The results are shown in Fig･ 4･ The cross sect-

iollS for double charge tr皿Sfeでincrease steeply with tile decrease of

energy below i eV, and fit well on the classical orbiting cross sections

multiplied by a factor of 1/2. Their conclusions are summerized as

follows;

(1) A probalDility for resonance double charge transfer is 1/2･

(2)

Il

聖旦_～｣
cTlo

-

Il+Ⅰ2 above 1 eV, where Il and I2 are the first

and second ionization potentials, respectively･

(3) G2. 'olo at the roomtemperature･

okuno et al.4) measured cross sections of similar process for Kr3+
･

1n a

few keV regiJn, and found that tripple cha･rge transfer has also a fair-

ly large cross section. These experiments were what stimulated
us to

perform the present work.

In the Rapp-Francis theory for symetric resonance single charge

transfer,5) which takes only u-g interaction into account･. the cross

●

section is approximately glVen by
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OJ I.0 10

1.0

Ec.m.(eV )

Fig. 4. Cross sections of single and double charge transfer for

Krand Xe by injected-ion drift tube techniques).

o(v)
- ÷T,rc(,)2, (7)

where rc(v) is the nuclear distance at which the u-g oscillation nearly

ends during the collision･ At a fixed velocity> rc is considered as a

sort of collision diamerer, since a resonance charge tran'sfer process

is an inversion of elastic scattering.

For a crude discussion, let us extend this idea to the sym.etric

resonance multiple charge transfer processes. Then we find that the r

…1:;:yb:a;;三.'7).F三::;ra:pslme:1三cewv;:
1tb?0:;hxt:≡-9?r:三sf;:C;;0;A:;?

::;≡rS
is much smaller than the size ofanatom. This 7P_Cans the two state ap-

proximation is false for multiple charge transfer. We must take other

competing channels into account. Fig. 5 shows schematic diagrams of

potential curves for Ar2+-Ar and AYS+-Ar systems. =n the case of Ar2+-

Ar, no potential curve crosses the curve for initial state at a larger
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distance thanrc･ In contrast to that, in the case of AYS+-Ar, a n-er

of potential curves for Ar2+*-Ar十占ross the potential- curve of the ini-

･ te三;:t:t.:t;ap?ttu:he6,o:tc;≡;占h:;racial::≡:.7;;…tes…si.:'e三三.≡:て:h;t;;芸ecm2
for highly charged ions6)･ This suggests thit-competition with other

channels is what makes apparent prcbabilities of resonance multiple

charge transfer small.

Fig. 5. Schematic diagr弧S Of potential占urves; (a) Ar2++Ar,

(b) Ar3十+Ar.

Tbus∫ it is most interesting what will happen to the resonance

multiple charge transfer in a very low energy. The classical orbiting

cross section is larger for higher charge state of ions, of course. If

the probabilities of one electron capture processes decrease in a very

low energy, resonance multiple charge transfer may have a very large

cross section. If this could happen, it would affect the energy distri-

bution of highly charged ions in a low Ti (but highTe) plasma･

.
The author is grateful to Professor K. Takayama, the Director of

TPP, for his encouragement throughthis work.
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王貯UR工TY RAD工AT工ON LOSSES 工N FtJS工ON PLAS凹AS

*

D. E. Post

Plasma Physics Laboratory, PLrince.ton tJniversity

Princeton, New Jersey O8544 tlSA

地is paper will stress the viewpoint of radiation as an energy loss

channel for fusion plastnas in

address atomic physics from a

might model radiation losses

available data. The paper is

wishes an ip.troduction to how

by discus･jing what conditions

brief hist●つry Of the relevant

general, and toka町aks, in particular. It will

consumer poi血t of view, and discuss how one

from fusion plasma experiments using the best

aitned primarily at t.he atomic physicist who
his Work i7nPaCtS fusion｡ The paper will begin

(ne･ Te, etc･) characterize fusion
plasmas･

A

atomic physics calculations will be described

and the re･･1evant atotnic processes outlined. The i叩1ications of these

calculations and the effects ofまmpuri亡y radiation in tokamak experiments

will be discussed, followed by a･. capitu1畠tion of new work and a summary.

Fusion plastnas require fusion, usually DT fusion. This requires an ion

temperature on the order of lt) key. A second requirement is that a (the

ratio of the plasma pressure tO the magnetic pressure) be of the order lo覧-

100完, and that the plasma be close to

power is sufficient to compensate t'he

means that such plasnas have lO12cn-3 < nー<

10‡6:n-3
key ≦ T_ ≦ 5 × 104 ev,

■

≡警…きof:蒜;k:::a………ac!-e…;;n:T.:i…e e

and lO~一sec < T - 1 see or longer. There are parameters which allow us to
e

neglect photo-ionization, radiative transfer calculations, and assume that

all excited ions decay to the ground state without i去terference.

工TnPurities have two pritnary harmful effects. The first is that they

lose energy by line radiation and brensstrahlung. The second is that they

contribute extra electrons, which dilute the reacting hydrogen (assuming that

the plasma pressure is fixed). ⅡighZ impurities are worse than low Z

because they. have more
elect.Tons and require higher electron tetnperatures I:o

strip out to the nonradiative He-like state. A亡hird effect is that they can

radiate energy from the edge, thereby spreading the plasma heat load out

uniformly on the wall.

Present tokanaks lose energy from the center by highZ radiation and

condu己t王dn.･ They lose energy from the edge by ionization, low Z
radiation,

and charge exchange.

Early calculations of iTnPurity radiation (such as R. F. Post)1 con-

sidered only systems with a few electrons, but recogni2;ed the importance of

nonequilibrium effects.配nnov2 (1970), using radiative recombination,

suggested
a

useful rule of tbu血P
-

N N 10-26
watts/cm3.

co又 and Tucker3
2: e Z

(1969) published cooling rate curves for ele7nentS from甘e to S which included

t宝器e:ei;ei三三1三oi;;b?dbi芸3?;s;岩蔑;tenや

-3

dielectronic reconbination. tn 1975

who calculated
iron. tn 1976 results

tn 1976 Cowan7 at LASL calculated spectra for tungsten) which allowed the

spectroscopIC identification of tungsten light in tokanaks for the first
●
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and iohi云atlioh rates･ Then, one must determine the radiation from each state.

One needs a cotnplete set of rates for
all ionic species事SO broad事general,

fo-ulae and p-re8eCriptions are needed･ These rules are calibrated by

comparison with detailed results for a few species at a few data points'

As an illustration of the kinds of rates used in芯Odeling, we shall
outline the rates used in th･e Princeton

code.9 collisional ionization is

;;…::1諾t::主‡g,;:…i三ti芸…三si;:s
t三三e':ob7.7ふ;Orafe?sc;7bi三:;三三oi;.三言:1三三;≡

s ;B:udrig?etsisvle2
●

●

…三言…s㌍rE:14iisl?:≡;ll:ⅩSc;冒;t;…三e;;r;≡;;ge;o;;.?:≡f,?rre三…蒜言.7nustr:…富…霊.?≡?晋i
●

The average ion nodal described in Ref･ 9 has been replaced by a treatment of

each species.

A coronaュ equilibrium calculation with these rates is given in Fig. 1.
●

The key new feature as dielectronic reconbination> which increases the radia-

tion at 1 - 2 key by reducing the average charge from 48 to 33.

The effect of this radiation canbe estimated for fusion reactors by

balancing f:he alpha heating with radiation losses and transport losses.
Defining the critical itnpurity concentration as the level at which the alpha

守:;S-i琴
equals the radiative cooling} one finds that very snail amounts

of tungsten can prevent ignition'13

Early fusion experilnentS (1955 - 65) had difficulty '一b11ming
out" llow

Z

去…;ROiy慧:r三…三e…f(三…tニ120ii:;三こrsTき三skPi::b…諾;;…s芸oJva:三yb芸r三:k…器k:a諾,
the

f'discharge cleaning?H and heating with a large plastna current･ Once tempera-

tures greater than 100 eV were obtaiTLed the losses were by conduction, con-

vection事 and charge exchange･ As the si2;e Of experiments increased, the

plasma losses^were reduced since they are diffusive and thus drop propor-I ▲ JLr JL-

to 1/a2. voluTne losses such as impurity radiation became iTnPOrtant

芸siPg;C三.?;三言言三三…i;…:…n三no…i三三至≡r冨?7e芸nh岩謡花笠,
tional

again ,

led to

TFR}16 radiation from tungsten and nolybdemm was responsible for much of the

energy losses･ On PLY tungsten radiation caused hollow Te profiles, and

neutral injection served only to increase the ttmgsten radiation. The

tungsten liniter was replaced by a carbon one, and record temperatures were

obtained.
17

tnpurities were also thou

of highenergy neutral beans. 1

neutral beans which
14

DITE,15 and

善htR…:ebi;;≡::;tt三言亭三三v…t器冨芸gt監;…芸:;三r;stion
●

●

Very little effect pritnarily due to the fact that charge transfer is more

likely than ioni2:ation. 仙is, however, means that charge transfer between

highly ioni2:ed itnpurities and neutral hydrogen carl be an important reconbina-
tiorL neChanisn. This charge transfer recombination rate is typically greater

than the radiative reconbination rates, and less than dielectronic rates, so

it is important, pritnarily, for the fully stripped to carbon-like states･

For a fixed neutral fraction･ f. -

n./ne･ the rp･1ative abundance of imic

states and radiation rates are independent of ne･ Charge exchange reconbina-

tion can enhance iron radiation by factors of 10, and never allow the

stripping out of Fe even at T = loo keV･ Experimental evidence has been
e
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quoted for oxygen (=sler20) and results from PLY (Post21) show some_ justifi-
cation that it tnay ex:ist. The Fe XX工V light ris'es dran去tically (軍30) with
2凹打of iTLjection･in亡o a plasma with T = 2 - 3 key (Fig. 2). There is some

e

indication that charge exchange reCOnbination (with thermal neLutrals as
well

as bean
neutrals) tnay be responsible

for a portion of the disagreement

be亡we早n the nle丘Sured ionic species distribution and coronaュ equilibriⅧl｡ One

area for futllre
york in radiation loss (not diagnostics) will

be impurity

control. We do notunderstand how inpuritie8 enter the plasma, how they- are

transported, and how they leave the wall. There are three leading candidates
for impurity generation; (1) Sputtering of walls, 1血丘ter by charge exchange

neutrals, (2) sputtering by ions, and (3) arcing. The study of ttle transport

of the impurities砿11 involve tnultispecies inpuri亡y比a‡lSpOrt codes (e.g. ,

Amano,生｣娃.22). There is some interest in enhancing low Z radiatior'. to

keep the edge coolタreducing the power itlCident on the limi亡er｡23 charge

exchange reconbination will continue to be of interest. There is diTninished

interest in highZ atomic physics, since highZ elements can be kept out of

experiments. There will continue to be interest in good rates, eec. ,
for

diagnostic purposes.

Th.e success of fusion depends not only on controlling aTld ninimi2:ing

plasma transport losses, but also ninitni2:ing and controlling central impurity

radiation losses. One of the 7na30r advances in the last three years in
■

fusion has been the identification of high1evels of radiation from highZ
materials, and their removal from experiments. Future tokanak experiments

plan to use low Z liniters
and/or

divertors PDX, JT-60, TFTR, LNTOR for

itnpur.i_ty control. Promising new directions for research are charge exchange

reconbination, the physics of impurity generation, iTnPurity l=ransport, and

diagnostics. For all of these, one will need good quality rates for low and

Tnedium z elements. We shall end by remarking that i7npurity radiation

problems are a measure of the success of tokamaks. As rJ亡her devices 8OIve

the plasma physics probletns and reduce plasma energy and particle
losses,

they will encounter impurity probletns, and must solve them also･
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ATOM=C COLL=S=ONS 玉村 FUS=ON PILAS比ÅS =NVOLV=NG

MULT=PLY CHARG重:D =ONS

E. S.a】;tzborn
■

=nstitut f也r Kernphysik, Universit孟t Giessen,

D-6300 Giessen, WJ.-Germany

ABSTRACT: A short survey is given on atomic collisions invo1-

ving multiply charged ions. The basic features of

charge transfer processes in ion-ion and ion-atom

coll土s土ons relevant七o fusion plasmas are d土scussed･

=NTRODUCT ION

The properties and operation of thermonuclear fusion

plasmas are significantly affected by the presence of highly

charged impurity ions. Not only that七he impurities have a

large influence on important plasma parameters like power ba-

1ance' temperaturel reSistivity' and stability'･ but also′ be一 宇i

ing present in quantities above critical concentrations, they

even prevent achieving energy break-evenl ,2･ Thust the phy-

sical processes involving impurities are of basic interest

for confined plasma research. The needs are to understand the

release of impurities by plasma-surface interactionl their

collisional in七erac七土ons wi七b七he plasma cons七ituents. the

plasma energy loss by radiation cooling, and last but not

leas七 土七 土s v土tal七o find methods to reduce 七be impurity con-

centrations below tolerable levels.

=n fusion plasmas impurities inevitably occur. Stainless

steel being widely used for Tokamak vacuum vessels is an al-

most inexhaustible supply of C and 0 unless coa.ted or care-

fully treated. From the walls or other structure materials

(e･g.1imiters) additionally atoms for example of Ti, Cr, Mn,

Fe' Ni,, Mo or W are released by sputtering, desorption or

blistering. =n present-day fusion devices concentrations in

the order of 0.5-5 % oxygen, 0.1-0.5 % iron and&0.1 % mo-

lybdenum or tungsten have been detected by optical spectros-

COpy｡

The impurities diffusing from the wall into the plasma
are succD-SSively ionized by electron impact yielding ions in

increasing charge states. =n the plasma center low Z elements

三tkt…iCn?,:望yoh;妄言≡E芸f;:t…三三t……ヲi≡ヲ冨予;e拙h喜…孟｡認写?rities
The present paper shortly reviews collision processes in

fusion plasmas involving multiply charged ions･ Not consi-
dered are electron-ion collisions which are discussed in an-

other contributionL tO this conference.

COLL=SエONS =NVOLV=NG MULT工PLY CHARGED =ONS

I) ION
-

=ON,{}0‡ふ工S玉ONS

The畠i血plest multiply dharged ion, the generation of

which is being ardently longed for in fusion plasmas, is the
He++ ion resulting from the fusion reaction itself:

d + t -He++(3.5MeV) +n(14.1 MeV)

-44-
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The =e++ ions, released at 3･5 MeV kinetic energy and con-

fined by the toroidal magnetic field, are to maintain the

plasma temperature by Coulomb collisions with the plasma con-

stituents･ Neverthelessp from a plasma physical point of

v土ew七hey have七o be considered as impurities which should
be removed from七be plasma center.

Very recen七1y′ 0ユ･son3 ba£ pointed out tha上土be desired

α-particle heating of the plasma will be reduced if the He++

ions should capture one or even two electL-OnS from partially

stripped impurity ions･ Applying a classical-trajectory Monte-
●

Carlo method OIson has calculated the capture cross sec-

…五誌ss妄言妄1
H喜‡三笠:c皇o:芸erc冨三三三d孟:;w:eTI

O≡Yn冨e冒孟…芸sムnT.?冒.re~●

and 05+ ions are shown in Fig.1.
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Fig.1:

Calculated one-electron capture
cross sections o2,1 for fie++

昌oi:;i冨…i;i.?i!:g(ごTt2｡2…丁王冒去e…es~

●

●

are drawn through the theoretical

points as ∂. Ⅴ土sual aid.

■ ●

……≡盛妄至芸…喜萱喜誌萱喜義…生…蔓…;…等.;k:宗s_

● ■

ma a colli･elion period for electron capture of 5･10-3 s to

妄喜三言…芸｡言tf:;ueo::王:≡ム:2…≡…還;≡……三……昆ut………還三~≡…三三喜………rb:≡;rteLng●

within 10-6 s (at densities of ne=nd=1014 cm-3) the orbit

along the coLlreSPOnding travel distance of about 10 m is dis-

to咋ed which might cause a loss from the plasma. A loss of

芸;Eb?;三i･≡王…c聖;.?:i…冨｡至≡…三n蒜ea:･‡i三三呂ec?uFr.諾u三5;e;yas岩｡三三ver,

●

the corresponding cross sections o20 are about two orders of

琶ragi芸三三芸d;n言m…三三琵et望…≡t…2&ま;t琵bu三上i喜…p…芸d至芸u…≡tyth;｡≡冨n;……;ss
=
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the plasma raditus there may be a loss of α-particle heating

efficiency due to electron capture in He++ - impurity ion

collisions.

℡here is no expe出men七al data to compare 七be cross sec-

tions predicted by OIson wj･th･ Because Qf the甲trem畠diffi-

culties involved in the measurement not a sirlgle experiment

studying electron capture cross sections in collisions bet-
ween two multiply charged ions has been published. The only

work reporting charge transfer cross sections for
Lion-ion

collisions has recently been performed4 with singly charged
ionsr namely H+ incident on He+･

==) =ON - ATOM COLLISIONS

1 ) COLL=S=ONS =NVOLV=NG HYDROGEN ATOMS

=nspite of the high temperature there is a small but
finite concentration of neutral hydrogen even in the plasma

center due to electron-ion recombination. The neutral density

no decreases between wall and plasma center over about七wo

誌re

s
.
i 7昌一号a害芸i諾三eayx三言l喜圭n冨r…s≡:flloia;fT諾p=三kX…Ta諾l誓uture●

devices like the TFTR values of n./ne&10-8 are expected5.

During the last years much effort has been spent, both

theoretical and experimental, to investigate charge transfer

between highly charged ions and atomic hydrogen. To under-

stand七bese processes no七only 土s 土mportant for the cく)11ト

sions occuring in the plasma itself at energies of a few keV

≡:王l;≡;oin喜oratt望…Ⅴ≡至芸;l……n冨f｡芸e芸三言予IMbi…㌢t監…霊宝:冨6三野三言話芸d
J

,
A

l1 1
1 4 t

f

■ ●

to completely stripped ionst most experiments15-18 however

involve only partially s七r土pped ions･

The general features of the electron capture cross sec-

tions have become more and more clear now. The theories which
ねirly close approach experimental data are七be method of

coupled molecular orbits for the low energy range (≦10 keV/amu) ,

a classical-traコeCtOrY MoI,t･e-Carlo method for the intermedi-
●

三三;ee…蒜芝芸Ⅹ諾;呈;｡エ1マ認,k妄言f忠器冨,ai琵琶三rt::孟…;dted三三吉o芸諾弓

(>100 key/amu) energy range.

=n Fig･2 total capture cross sections calculated by

uDWA19 are compared with experimental data'The cross sections

ra≡富,三宝eii;:E;ya7tw琵岩r冨≡z子吉岩7
S::ae言=冨昌.紹)言芸三豊三克之言…三.Et-e喜●Et;e

●

ionic charge.

=n generalr the capture cross sections are almost energy
independent for scaled impact energies Of approximate1.y
孟<10 key/im?チnd de甲eaSe rapidly abov亨t叫Iimit fqlling on

芸e≡:;oi…h.芸n孟芸…妄言ka三;器Ⅴ冨a…oa芸a芸…聯三……≡孟10g3｡芸e三≦碧:品e三宝e.sleith
■

●

1
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サ(o8++ H) Meyer et

6 (Ar8+ + H) Crandal

o (Fe(9-13)++H)

守(冨e?新吉,‡t.a孟,･

15･

Fig.2=

Calculated scaled total

electron capture cross

sections o versus scaled

impact energy E for col-
lisions of completely

stripped ions of charge Z

with atomic hydroT)en.

富Ⅹ詣…諾en.tHa;dNauf……etal.
20

u⊥ ●

1号寺:18:

･冨≡……至-e≡吉三:al三ニ;主音H2,
J

′

a (Fe(20-25)+ + o.5H2)
Berkner et al.22.

(宕rom Ref.19)

=n the impact?nergy range E'50 key/amu another scaling

approach has been given by Chan and Eichler14. These authors

show that the total capture cross sections can be expressed
by

o =

q(z,Ⅴ)
･

OOBK(z,Ⅴ) (2)

with OOBK(z,Ⅴ) denoting the veil known Oppenheimer-Brirl-kman-

Kramers23 cross sections su-ed over all principal shells

and α(Z.Ⅴ)
being a scaling factor which is almost independent

of the ionic charge Z.

The kn.owledge of these cross sections over a large ener-

gy range is of particular importance for the neutral beam

injection into fusion plasmas which until now is by far the
=

most successful heating method･ Very recentlyt in Princeton24

injection of 2.4 MW of 40 Rev DO increased the H+ ion tempe-
●

rature by a factor of six up to 6.5 keV･ For the penetration

into the center Of future ignition-sized Tokamak plasmas how-

ever muc!h higher neutL.al beam energies in the range above
■

Zoo keV DO are estimated25.

With increasing energy the trapping Of the injected neu-
■ ●

tra1わea甲by impact ionization on plasma ions becomes domi-

nant over trapping by charge ey･change and electron ionization･
●

=n order to predict the penetration and energy deposition,

therefore also cross sections for impact ionization by high-

ly charged ions via the reaction

HO +AZ+ +H+ + e + AZ+

-47-
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have七oわe kno-･玉speciaily OIson a盈d Salop8 have investi-

gated this problem in detail by classical-trajeetory拭onte-
Carlo caicuiations.工n Fig- 3 theoreticai iznpact ionization

cross sei3tions for ftilly stripped A冨+ io串S. COiliiLi喝Witb

…且霊慧㌘;n…慧去驚oZr宗su芸e….?冨毒6P.?ak%ua三,h藍e:n…rn芸~●

aepei7idence is aまfferen七･ from tha缶f)redictea by the binary en-

coⅧnter approxi正迫tion26 from Which the cross sections seaie

己S Z2 tines the ≡O + ≡+ results_

--Hま組付

375 53 75 'm 一男 2gO

【こ｢

モ

ー■

Z

>s2

2 3 ■ 5 6

yJr l7DZL -E)

Fig.3=

Caiculatea impact ioniza-

tion cross sections ¢ion for

fully stripped ions of

charge l三Z三36 co11iding

甘ith E atoms (from Ref.8).

The･ corresponding total electron capture cross sections
for the reaction

琵0+AZ+ -ヰH+ +A(Z-1)+ (4)

FC:a?芸子a完≡慧r:pi冨1霊芝:h書r喜器s…≡;≡?y8甘earae誓r…芸…琵;dd諾en_
司

≡≡……et芸…tthaes芸;;≡ez至喜……;ei芸;e言ffrthO,:芸u.p三三oc三喜;;慧主;昌n
would reproduce neither the shape nor the nag■nitude of these

cross sec七ions-

The stzn of impact ionization (Fi昏.3) and electron cap-
ture tFig.4) cross sections which determines the adeitidnal

att･enuation and reduction of penetration length of the in-
●

コeCt∈まenergetic neutra.Ls by fully stripped impufity王ons is

shown in Fig.5. These crosi-' Sections are for the higher Z

values a土most constant in the energy ran官早 4o keV土Ezli20O key.

At畠collisioh ene･r管Y Of E五=5'0年eV which is clo盲e, to present-
day neutral beam injection甲etgie芦⊥the sⅦ温Of both cross

i:I

sections 'oloss =

Oion + Gcex apPrOXimat占Iy scales as

olossエ2･5･1O-16
･ zl･25血2-･･
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vrd l108 oTl/sd

Fig.4:

Calculated total electron

Capture Cross Sections ocex

for fully str土pped 土ons of

charge l≦Z≦36 co11iding

with H atoms (from Ref.8)

Unfortunately, experimental data to compare the calcu-
lated cross sections with are available only for the case of

electron capture by partially stripped ions of low Z ele-

ments. There however the agreement between 七beory and experi-

ment is fairly good.

【H IkeV1

37.5 50 75 1CO 15q 2∝I

2 3 4 S

v(～ flCO cm/-I
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F土9.5:

Calculated total electron
loss cross sections cfloss=

Gion + ocex from H atoms

colliding with fully

stripped ions of charge
l三Z≦36 (from Ref.8).



2) COLL=S=ONS･ =NVOLV=NG MULT=-ELECTRON ATOMS

Co11isions between multiply charget: ions anrl neutral

multi-electron atoms in fusion plasmas occur at most in the
■

wall zone or result from inコeCted neut£alized impurities

steming from the ion source for neutral beam injection. The
●

relevant impa_ct energies are again in the few keV respec-
tively several tens of keV energy range.

Because of the many electrons involved in these colli-

sions theoretical calculations of charge transfer cross sec-

tions are more complicated th･an in the case of fully sqtripped

三…nn…;…三三喜d喜≡冨e冨三三htha喜oi芸三…i聖ya号r器ムa≡岩:…亨聯-l冒冒s左a吉…芸e{en
●

_
1 1

4
11 4

L 4
1 1

4 1
-l ヽー ● 1 1t

t

developed which reasonably describe 七he available exper土men一

とal data.

The main features Of the total electron capture cross

sections for collisions between multiply charged

multトelectron atoms at土mpact velocities vくVo ≡

are as follows30･ ●

芸?冒ヲ1評cm′s
a) =n general, the cross sections for capture of one or

several electrons are almost independent of impact

energy in the range E<25 keV/amu mentioned.
b) The cross sections generally decrease with the number

of electrons transferred 土n

c) The cross section? generally
ion charge state i.

a) The cross sections decrease

ionization potential =B･

As ar上 example for the points

…;三三…;rno≡sln冨;…t三…‡;i…圭占喜sf…至芸≡;.■ ■

a single ion-atom encollnter.

土ncrease w土th 七be 土n土t土丘1

with increasing target

a), b) and c) Fig.6 shows

capture of up 七o 4 elec一

土ons (土=2.‥.‥,8) w土tb
Kr atoms as afunctionof the ion velocity. The initial and
final charge states of the projectile ions are denoted

●

by (i･f)･ Some of the cross sections oi,考are connected by

lines in order to visualize the weak energy dependence. The

latter can be understood by the involvment of a lot of

excited states of the resultin9 ion which are populated by

the chax?ge transfer process. The partia.i_ cross sections for

each specific transition terminating in an excited state

may have an individual energy dependence. The total cross

sec七土on. however. made up by the su皿OVer tbe 土nvolved par-

tial cross sections with maxima a七 different 土on velocities

only shows a faded velocity dependence.

During the last years we have systematically investi一

三….F:dc…王;;≡;…≡諾………三…ra皇nk器r王器三c;u三nt望!;e鰐畔謡≡~
●

●
●

large amount of experimental data allowed for the extraction

of simple empirical scaling rules36 stating that the cap一

書:…ree冨r器sas…;誌;e?scgii主語｡三芋=芸認諾oi三言三;;t…冨:sq三ra三言s{ties′

■ ●

namel.y the initial ion charge state i and the ionization po-

tential =B Of the neutral collision partner･ Thusl the mea-
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sured data for all collision systems investigated can be

represented by a simple scaling formula

oi･i-k -Ak
･ iαk ･

IB6:≡Ⅴ]
(5)

with the parameters Ak′ CLk and βk being adjusted by a least

squares fit.

lMPACT ENERGY (keV)
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℡be 土n土t土al

and final

charge States

are denoted by

土 and f′ res-

pectively. IJines

are drawn only

as a visual

aid.
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These values 卑re based on lO7 cross

section data for multiply charged rare gas ions (i≦8) col-

liding with the rare gases He, Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe and the mole-

cular gases H2/ N2t O21 CO2 and CH4･ Within a士35% margin

of error two third Qf all experimental cross sections are

cor羊与Ctly represented by eq. (5). =n Fig.7 scaled one-elec-
●

tro甲CaPture Cross Sections for various proコeCtile-target

combinations are shown as a furlCtion of the initial ion

charge state i. The solid line represents eq. (5) with the
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is-- expected.
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EMPIRICAL SCAL川G : qi.i-1 - il･W

2 4 6 8 10

PROJECTILE CHARGE STATE i

Fig.7:

Scaled one-electron

capture cross sec-

tions for various
=

projectile-target

combinations a七

30 keV 土mpac七 ener-

gy. The solid line

represen七s 七he em-

plrical scaling

eq.(5).

The second main factor which determines the magnitude

of the electron capture cross sections is 七he 土on土za七土on

potential =B Of the target particle B (see point a). The

exponent β1= -2.76 emplrica11y obtained for targets with
●

=B≧12 eV is higher than those theoretically predicted which

range between l≦β1≦2･ Because of this discrepancy we have

琵吉≡np?三塁e◆≡芸a;…軒冨岩…t…e…:l琶…t芸三rv謂呂u芸…vw孟…守o王o;.三;n三三ca;_

■

=

dent on target atoms with ionization potentials ranging

…三o芸i吉予言3i三言e諾e…o吉i諾
■

up to =B=24･58 eV for He are shown

theoretical predictions. The present

experimental data are fitted best by a functiop

･o2･10-12
cm2

･

(=B/eV)-1･94

solid line. Therefore, involving thewhich is

sh.wn芸壬oも昆…2maximum range of available atomic target ionization poten一

七土als an overall cross section dependence close 七o the in-

verse square of =B is observed rather than the stronger

dependence based on data for工B之12 eV･

=n conclusion, it can be stated that the cross sections

for the 七ransfer of elec七rons in coll土slons between multi-

ply-charged ions and multi-electron atoms at low veloci-

ties (ⅤくVo) show simple features which are reasonably des-

cribed by generalized theories and by empirical scaling

approaches･ Howeverr the empirical scaling is based on data
●

involving only low charge states (i≦10) , whereas the rele-

vant theories for one-electron capture are expected to be
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●
l

valid only above lower limits for i rangユng from i之4 up to
●

主ょ10･ Unfortuna七ely′ apar七from a s土11gle es七ima七e27王or

double-electron capture there are no theories available trea-

ting multi-electron transfer. This lack is the more pressing

since the experiments show that with increasing ion charge

state multi-electron transfer becomes more and more likely.

=t is an open question which processes dominate in collisions

between the very highly charged ions occuring in fusion plas-

mas and mul七エーelec七ron atoms.
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ce;………r言≡c三諾;:r…
1
g立9

1吉呂rk…芸e~xelO+ ions fror? various tar-

get atoms B as a function of

the target ioni2:ation

tia1 =B･ ◎ Mtiller et

a写?訴n~(the tar9e七s B used are 土n-

d土ca七ed by the lower row of

elements a) ,･- least squares

fit of 七be experimental data

points w土七h a power function

of =B,･ ---

SCaling law eq･(5);
of presnyakov and

# t重要OrY Of Groz-

dan｡v

andユa;e;12A旨7ー主vt;e.uAr;

ヽJl ■Lー▲▲ tII■.′ヽj Y

of Ch土b土sov28; o classical
=

traコeCtOrY Honte-Carlo cal-

culation of OIson38･ -･-･-

′

absorbin9 Spbere model of

olson and Salop7･

占i三n諾…冨芸写.′

3) CAPTURE =NTO EXCITED STATES

Electrons being captured by multiply charged ions from

neutral atoms predominantly terminate in exc土七ed states of

the resulting daughter ion. For fully stripped ions colliding

with atomic hydrogen the partial cross sections crnlm, Where

q?こa去t=dnmi……sラheie芸…≡ct圭S:i;
, o芸三吉喜a孟;…芸g:i;rcu;na至e芸a謂鰯c

=

●

In Fig ･ 9
'for ano;;mam監…,

c喜2;i望;S:;d岩…器e…三吉≡守o苧a…te諾三｡ct;冨…sly≡;詰三o:;n:n;蓋&mH(1s,at.ms.n the ,rinci,al quantm munber n

of the final state are shown for collision energies between

5 and 2000 keV/amu. The distribution over n is broadest at

100 keV/amu. with increasing energy the quantum number nm

of the state most probably populated decreases and the dis-

tribution becomes increasingly smaller. At low energies, the

capture mechanism proceeds via coupled molecular orbits re-

sulting in a distribution which abruptly ends at n=nm.
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冨…三‡.誹.

Fig.9:

Par七土al capture

tions cfn for Ne

CrOSS Seep

lO十+H(1弓)

and Si14+ + H(1s) collisions

versus 七he principal quan-
tum n血er n of the final

state for collision energies

between 5 and 2000 keV/amu
(from Ref.19).

Experimen七ally′ ca=pture 土nto exc土七ed s七a七es has been

…n:i;……;…慧…冨三ヲ三……;…聖…:還ei≡;三:…………還…三…se≡:u冨…≡蒜亨t:;
n

●

● ●

kinetic energy loss spectroscopy44 or by a novel recoil

method45･ ･Howeverr there are no experimental data available
七o compare the theories of Refs.19 and 39 with.

The emission of radiation subsequent to electron cap-

ture into excited states pr.ovides an additional energy loss

mecha申ism阜n fusion plasm畠s. Indeed, by optical studies of

oi+ collisi-on system at oak Ridge, this process not
●

been observed during the neutral beam injection

but also for nonin3eCted Tokamak discharges47 where
■

the ambient current densities nH <v> are up to two orders of

magnitude sma11er･ =n some circumstances' population of

excited statest via charge transfer may dominate excitation

by･ electrons･ Thust also formodellingof the plasma impuri-

ties charge transfer has to be taken into account as a-n

effective recombination process.

CONCLUS IONS

=n recent yearst much progre芦S has been ach_ieved to-

wards unders阜anding the basiq features of atomic collisions
involving multiply-charged i.ons. Generali2:e卓theories as well
as empirical scaling rules have been established_ which
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reasonably describe exp与rim岳ntal charge transfer data. How-

ever, for many proce岳ses only either calc'ulations or experi-

mental data are available. As to theory there a1-e. for an

example:, no approaches treating multi-electron transfer. On

the other hand, regarding e･xperiments there is, for an

example, a lack of data involving highly or even completely

stripped ions at low and intermediate impact energies. The

latter need can be met if the pulsed electron beam ion

source$48,49 yielding nowadays completely stripped ions of

all elements up to argon (Z=18) respectively

charge states of the heavier elements (e.g.
x:;;y.)

h!;:used
also for atomic collision experiments. The answers to these

problems are urgently needed for controlled themonuclear

fusion research.

The author wishes to thank his coworker Dr. A.出現11er

for many stimulating discussions.
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ELECTRON一工ONi COLL王sIONS:虫Ⅹp7T.R別ENTAL

Gordon Ⅰl. Dunn*

Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics

National Bureau of StarLdards and University of Colorado

Boulder, Colorado 80309 U｡S.A.

Electron-ion collisions have
rlong

been of interest because of the appli-

cation to non.-local thermodynamic equilibrium modeling of astrophysical phe-

nomena' Significant further impetus has arisen in the past several years as

the understanding of such collisions has been reco8ni2:ed as necessary in the

development of controlled thermonuclear fusion. Despite the long interest and

the importance, the experitnental study of these processes is recent. In 1961

Bolder et a1'1 published their measurement of electron-He+ ionizationl and

since 亡hat 亡ime about 100 papers have appeared on electroTl-ion ionization and

excitation cross sections and rattes. Seaton2 has recently reviewed the field

with primary emphasis on the theory･ Dolder and Peart3 have written an excel-

lent review covering the experimental cross-section work through about 1975.

The bibliographies in those reviews as well as several other bibliographiesL.-6

serve as good guides to the primary literature.

The purpose of tbls brief paper will not be to repeat or 亡ry to improve

upon recent reviews?2,3 but rather to look at work done sirLCe they were pub-

lished and, where possible, to tnake unifying or speculative comments about the

data. Because of the focus on very hot plasmas (fusion), attention will be

limited to a亡omlc ions;亡hot唱h 也ere is a slgnificant literature for elec亡ron-
●

molecular ion collisions, especially for dissoc王atlve recombina亡ion.

We甲ill consider exci亡ation first, then ioni2;ation, and finally -- even

more briefly -- dielectronie recombina亡ion.

EXC ITAT工0Ⅳ

工n Fig･ 1 the filled-in squares represent iorlic charge-atomic number

species for which excitation cross section measurements have been made. Of

course, such a simple plot cannot show the皿1tiplicity o.f transitions for

which measurements are possible on a single specie. We see only abou亡 0.3完of

the JpaCe filled in --

even for this incomplete plot; and there is only one

isoelectronic sequence (Lト1ike ions) for vbicb亡bere is more than one mea-

surement. A similar plot (not sho甘n) for excitation rate measurements is

similarly sparse (showing 20 entries rather than 14) but shows work on three

isoelectronic sequences.

Clearly, one caTlnOt and shot:.1d not +_hink it desirable or necessary to

make meas-tirenent.S On all species, i,e●, fill in the plot･ Rather, the object
of the limiヒed number of possible measurenents must be: 1) to increase physi-

cal understanding of 亡he processes, e.g. by showing up untISual behavior or ad-

ditional mechanisms not inclllded in the theory; 2) to demonstrate the accuracy

and adequacy of both sophisticated theory and simple T.universal-' fomlulae to

predict cross sections for a process; and 3) to increase亡be data base for

users. ultimately, one must rely on theory and/or predictive formulae for

*S亡aff Member, qlaTltum Zhysics Division,ぬtional Bureau of Standards.
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knowledge about 7nOSt qf the sp9C阜甲nOW
,r､epreSe郎ed

by the great white field

in Fig･ 1･ a factI elf cour岳el mu血theoriy a也d some predictive formulae do

now exist to give tnuch iTlformation, but: their adequacy is not readily assess-

able because of the paucity of experi品ental
data with which to compare. As

noted earlier事theory for excit阜tion of ions has been reviewed by Seaton2 in

1976∫邑nd a new review by 71enry7 is in preparatio-n･

All the known cross section measurements for electron-impact excitation

of ions have been performed using the crossed beams technique, where a beam of

electr_ons crosses a beam of io_ns, and fluorescence is observed･ in a third per-

pendicular direction.凹easurables include beam currents, beam spatial dis-

tributions, absolute detector sensit:ivity (includi･ng Spatial variation) ,and

signal strength. Because target densities are low (-LOG cTn-3) and detection

sensitivities are small (-10-･q), signal rates can range from very small (e.g.
0.06 counts see-i)8 to moderate (e.g. 50 counts see-i).9 with the presence of

about 10 counts see-i backgroundl in the measureneTLt Of the excitation of the

23p level of Li+ this led to data times as long as 80 h for a single point

with adequate s亡atistical precision. Ibre commonly, data times are of the

order 1 to 2 hours per point' Absolute radiometry is usually, however, the

most demanding task in the measurem-er!ts. Despite the difficulties, much of

the work has been pursued to give absolute cross sections atctlrate tO better
●

than 10完.

Li-like ions. Since the reviews cited12,3 work has been completed on

measuring the cross sections for excitation of the 22p levels of three nenbers

of the Li-like isoelectronic sequence Be IL>10 c IV>ll N V･12 The effect of

coupling of higher excited states is expected to diminish as Z is increased,

since the 2S-2P separation varies as Z+1, while energies of higher n levels

varies roughly as (Z+1)1●8. Experitnental res止ts for C IV and N V were found

to be irL good agreement with theory, whereas in Be II the experimental cross

sections are roughly 157. below theoretical values at all energies. There is

also disagreement between measured and theoretical polari2:ation of the emitted

light in the Be II case.

Re+･. The hydrogen-like structure is most attractive from亡he standpoint

of comparlng eXperlment and theory. Excitatlon of tbe 2s state was the first
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measurement on excitation of atl atomic ion. There has since been an,)ther

highquality experiment that agreed with the first･ In eat:h case, ttle mea-

surements were not absolute, and the cross section was nortnali2:ed to high

energy calculations corrected for cascade● This leads to a disagreemt†nt at

lov energies by aねc亡or of l●8
-- i.e., near 亡bresbold theory ls l●8亡1mes

greater than experiment. After 14 years this remains one of the greatest

PUB:2;lea in electron-ion work. See Refs. 2 and 3 for further discussion and

orlginal references●
●

Li+｡ This tie-like structure is the only member of the sequence on which
===:==:::===.二二=コ

measurements lhave
been Tnade.8 The cross section was determined for excitation

of the 23p levell and represents the only measurement of excitation of an ion

from a singlet to a triplet level. A variety of 亡heoretical approaebes have

yielded results that vary by more than a factor of two, and none appears to

agree with the experimental cross sections really well (-50完●disa8reementS).
From only a few eV above threshold, the i/E3 energy dependence seems to be in

evidence.

Alkali structures.2'3 In addition to the Li-like ions mentioned above

(Be 工Ⅰ, C 工Ⅴ, a V
,

ions of alkaline ear亡hE; -晦
工工, Ca II, Sr I工, Ba II--

have alkaline-like structures corresponding to Na, Ⅰく,Rb, Cs, respectively｡

Excitation of the resonaTICe levels and some of the cascading levels for all

four species have been studied. For Ca II there

cat work be?ause of the astrophysical interest'

close coupling calculations of Burkp. and Moores

high by about 35完● Results at high energies for

Coulonb-distorted wave calcula亡ions. for 晦ⅠⅠ,
and close coupling calculations seems better (in

bas been extensive tbeoreti-

Comparlson with地ree-State

a亡lov energies shows theory

Ca II arid Ba Il agree with

agreemen亡 between experiment

magnitude, not shape) than

for Ca II, but the experimental result probably has a double size contribution

from the 3d-3p transition, which is the sane (within instrumental resolution)
wavelength as 亡he resonance line and also Cascades into the resonance level.

Thus, it is difficult 亡o assess the slgnificance of this approximate agreement｡

other ions.2}3 other ioTIS Studied include Ar II, Kr Il, Zn IIand Hg II,

ⅠⅠⅠ● For the Ar 工Ⅰ, Er 工工transitions there are no theoretical results. For

11g 工I there is reasonable agreement at highenergy with the simple Gaunt fac-

tor predictor fortnula･ Neither experimental13 nor theoreticallh results for

Zn II are yet published, but experiment and close coupling theory are in dis-

agreement ranging around 30完.

It is instructive to consider the extent to which universal predictor

formulas are effective. The most widely used such formula is the effective

GaJunt factor formula2 for resonance levels, which gives the cross section in

units Tra_2 as

8甘 f 1 -

cr三万詳言g
. (1)

tlereムis the threshold energy in Rydbergs, f is the oscillator strength of

the transition● x is the incoming electron ene･rgy in units of threshold ener-

gy, and g is the effective Gaunt factor. For the formula to be a general pre-
■-

dictor formula, g Should be a =universall● function of energy･ The乍Ⅹtent tO

which this is true for a few of the ir,r.s fol･ Whicll data are availab王e is shown

in Fig. 2'

Generally, we may conclude 亡ba亡 foT Singly charged ions, theory has not

yet accurately predicted cross sections･. For multiply charged Li-like ions,

-
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当
theory and experiment agree well. The Gaunt factor predictor formula seetns

accurate to within the advertised factor of 2 for the singly charged ions

neasured> but does not work web for multiply charged ions for transitions

with An -- 0･恥re experiments need to be done on multiply charged ions along

different isoelectronic sequences as well as on singly charged ions -一亡he
..anchor.I points.

10NIZATION

Figure 3, for ioni2:ation, is analogous to Fig･ 1. Here the solid filled

squares represent cross sections measured absolutely using crossed beans｡ The

half shaded squares represent absolute neasurenents using trap methods, and

the squares with dots in the center represent pqrely relative measuremen亡s

using trap methods. ¶le COrreSpOnding figure for rate measurements is even

more sparse, having only 22 entries.
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工onization proceeds through a variety of mechanisms

㌔n+e+㌔くn+1) +2e

x+n + e. A+(n+1)*+ 2e

v+(n佃)Jゝ + me

㌔n十e+㌔n虫+e.∫ (4)

x+(n+m)+ne .

The process in Eq. (2) is directknock-on ionization which can be visual-

i2:ed simply as a projectile electron imparting enough nomenもum亡o an outer

Sbell electron to allow it to escape the field of the ion. Tbe process 1n Eq.

(3) involves, among Other possibilities, the knock out of inner.shell elec-

trons with subsequent possible Auger ejection of other electrons to result

in multiple ionization. The pro占ess in Eq. (4), referred to as
excitまtion-

autoioni2;ation involves excitation of an inner shell electron to a discrete

state above the ioni2:ation continuum, followed by autoioni2:ation.

The number and complexity of the mechanisms involved, as well as the

tnany-body nature of ioni2:ation have led to less rapid progress in the theory

of ionization coTnPared to excitation. Some work is being done in this area,

however; for exampleI Moores15 has developed CoTnOTnb-Born codes for calcula-

tions with this method. Usua11y those needing ioni2;ation data have relied on

seTniempirical formulas16 and scaling methods･ Experiments are badly needed to

test tlleSe. Experiments are (despite pitfalls and difficulties outlined by

Bolder and Peart) generally easier for ionization than for excitation. This

is primarily because the efficiency for detecting events is about lOヰ times

greater, and absolute radiometry is not necessary.

up th･rough Dolder and Peart's 1976 review,3 the only multi-charged spe-

cies for which cross sections had been measured in beams were 晦 工ⅠⅠ, Ⅳ Ⅰ工Ⅰ,

and O 工工工, though a number of trap measurements had been made. Since that

time, work on He-like ions a IV, C V, N VI; Li-like ions C =V, N V, 0 VI; Be-

1ike ions N IVI 0 V; and OエI and A V at Oak Ridge thtional I.aboratory■17-19

on Ar ==) ===} =V} VI V= at Ciessen University}20,2･l and･on Zn == at JILA22

has nearly dollbled the nⅦlber of species for which we have absolute cross

sec亡lons obtained by crossed beam measurements.

tle-like ions･17 The measurements on B 工VI C V■ and N V工were extremely

difficult due to the tiny cross sections. The measurements all agree within

experimental uncertainty with the cross sections calculated using either the

Lot2: formula or scaled Coulomb-Born.

Li-like ions.17~19

considerable ae curacy and

The neasurenents on C IV, N V, 0 VI Were done with

dramatically sbov the effect of excitation-autoionト

zation noted ir). Eq. (4). Results and comparison with theory are shown in Fig.

4 for 0 V工. The magnitllde of excitatio.n-autoionization is substantially'

larger than calculated. Crandall et al. find for these亡bree species 亡ba亡 the
/_ ■_/_■■_二T/~=二二~二~~

excitation-autoionization contribution increases rapidly with initial ionic

亡barge. Vben some accoun亡is taken of excitation一仁u亡oioniza亡ion, agreement

with botl1 legitimate theory and scaled formulas is generally within about 25完

for all three species'
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open points are from Donets et al･23;
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dot-dashed curve uses the Lot2; for-

nula25; and dotted cur･ve is Coulonb-

Born from地ores26 including a contri-

bution fr6m e写Citation-autoioni2:ation

calculated by R● J｡ tlenry.

Be-like ions･17 work on Ⅳ ⅠV and 0 V is complicated by the presence of

netastables in the bean, the fractional population of which tnay be as highas
50完. Assuning 50-50 mixtures of metastable and ground state ions, agreement

is found甘ith the Lotz formula, but not for scaled Coulomb-Born calculations.

Argon ions. b measurements of ionization of Arm+ (n =ト5) made by

Muller et al.
]

the very remarkable result was found that all the results
=~~

~■■
_‥

could be fit with a single formula

1.4×10-13 ._∫_､ 2
¢i事i+1

EI
且n (E/工) cm (5)

where E is electron erlergy and I the ionization energy in eV.

岨11er and Frodl,21 in another experimentl used crossed beams of elec一

亡ronS and tnultiply charged argon ions and looked at the resultant increase of

charge state by tnore than one. Their results (an example is shom in Fig. 5)
dramatically show that L-shell excitation followed by au亡oionization 【Eq. (4)I

strongly dotninates tnultiple ionlヱa亡ion･
l)

znエⅠ･22 This ion has a 4s electron followed by ten 3d electrons. Againl

exci品autoionization
dominates over a part of the energy range (low ener-

gy). Surprisingly, the contribution of亡he ten 3d elections is found to be

substantially smaller 亡han the simple single particle model and semiempirical

Lots formula predicts.

A systematic understanding of 亡he relative importance of the differ色nt

iorLi2:ation nechanistns in Eqs. (2-4) needs to be developed for different elec-

tronic configurations,･ This implies substantial effort both experinerLtally

and theore亡ica11y･ It seems almost urLbelievable that in many甲SeS Vefy

simple scaling laws, empirical fittiTlg formulas, eec.
,

can predict ionization

cross sections to fair accuracy. Yet, for some species the formulas seem to

break down badly･ Understanding when such breakdown can be expectedl and for

what reasons, i8 eSSEential to t九e cbmnuni亡y of data users.
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Anelectron incident on an ion gains energy in the Coulomb field as

the particles approach each other. Thus, an electron which at infinity has

sliglltly less than tbe亡bresbold energy for exciting an electron in亡be ion

has more thanenough by the t:itne the two particles are together･ If the pro-

jectile electron does excite the ion, then it is left with slightly less than

enoughenergy to escape again to infinity. We thus have an ionic core ex-

cited electron and an electron in a highRydberg state
-- a doubly excited

state which can autoioni2:e. 正 the 亡wo excited elec亡rons are weakly enough

coupled事 the core electron.tnay radiate before autoionization occurs･ The

energy of 亡he resultant Rydberg atom is then below the ioni2:ation continuum,

a recombination has taken place
-_-

so-called dielectror)ic recombination. As

early as 1939 亡hls process was bypo也esized to be important in high tempera-

ture plasmas, and the evidence is now very strong that if is in many cases

the dominant process･ Seaton and Storey27 have reviewed this process quite

recently.

Despite the great importaTICe and the interesting nature of the process,

亡bere have to date been no direct measuremen亡s of cross sections for 亡his

highly resonant process. A figure analogous to FigLq. 1 aTld 3 would be en-

tirely blanも′. There has beer1 One paper On dielectronic recoTnbination betweeTl

electrons andオ,28
but the reference has no亡been accessible to this author.

It is only in the past year that any rate measurements have been made, and it

is interesting that two groups were able to simultaneously publish rate rllea-

surenents, one29 far Fe H-XI, and one30 for highly ioni2:ed (of the ord'汀Of

30+) molybdentm ions. h both cases the plasma rate neasurements were smaller

than those calculated.

Tbe problems associated with reliable and interpre亡able measurements

stem from a variety of sources. The cross Section will be highly resonap.t,

arid only electrons with very exactly defined energies will be effective･ The

Rydberg atoms resultin8 from a recombination are extremely fragile and subject
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to ionization by stray electric and magnetic fields and to re-ioni2:ation with

very large cross sectioTIS in collision with electrons or gas･ In addition,

there are also the problems of small signals and high backgrounds present in

excitation and ionization measurements. D-espi亡e the problems, a number of

laboratories are working on these important meaSurementS: Sheldon nat2: at
●

.

Oak Ridge; John Kohl a･t Ⅵarvard Smithsonian; f!'ill l･1cGowan at Western Ohtario;

ll'. suzuki at Sophia thiversity and I血FOya; and others.

きi-
貞芦
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